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FEDERAL BtfftEAU OF INVESTIGATION ^ 

Date of transcription 08/09/96 

3, New York ( 
was advised of the official7 

and  purpose of the interview. 

information: 
t 

he was on th 

advised that on  the evening of July 17,  1996,  

e Great Cur-Dock located on  the bay side of Fire 
Island, NY, near  Moeiches Inlet. - stated the dock runs 
in an  east to west direction and  he  was standing slightly west of 

-i 

small pale red/pink dot,  

direction, appear ing from his vantage point to be  the size of an 
eraser going up  in the sky. 

', 

as unable to estimate his distance from the 

cated he  first observed the object when it 
was a relative distance of one  foot above the horizon. The dot 
was fol lowed by a  thin, very white trail of smoke, which was 
slightly wider than the dot.  The smoke was consistent in Color 
and density. It dissipated in approximately five seconds. 

The dot  traveled up  a  path shaped like a candy cane: 
straight up,  then curving at the top from west to east, if one 
was facing south. As the dot  started to come down,  it exploded 
as a single burst of f lames into a  bright orange fireball. He  

observed tw_o def ined, s taggered sections of flames fallina. From 

his 
age point he  was ;&able to see the flames landing: 

eard no  sounds.  

events were as follows: 

descr ibed the timing of 

and  curved for ten to 

fifteen seco ion and the flames fell for 
30 seconds. t bel ieved he had seen a 
f lare or  a  comet. 

right. 

The sun had already set behind him and to his 

Investtgation on 7/24/96 at Manorvil le, New York 
n  

I / J' 

Flle# 265A-:TY-259028 
I 

2-  - A a  a^-& 

SA STACY R. DIAMOND ' 

by SA PAUL PALUMBO/axhh/ 

//38 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of trrnwription 7/25/96 

The following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agent (SA) FREDERICK A. JACKSON on july 23, 
York: 

1996 at New York, New 

residence regarding his observations on the 
1996. e;;* 

evening of July 17, 

football 
stated he picked up his two children from 

practice at approximately 7:45 pm. While travelling 
north on Mill Road at approximately 8:00 pm, -observed for 
5- 7 seconds an object 7,000 - 10,000 feet in the sky, moving 
from the west in a south east direction. -advised this 
object appeared to be an airplane similar in appearance to a 
space shuttle. wdvised this object was trailing white 
smoke. 

Invcrti8ation on 7/23/96 

File Y 265A-NY-259028 

at Yaphank, Long Island 





265A-NY-259028 
CL? 

:dp 
k-' 

On August 20, 
to the East Moriches 

1996, the undersigned Detective responded 

County Police Officer, 
One, in reference to 
on the evening of July 17, 1996. 

,,, 

Police Officer reports the following: : 
'. 

On July 17, 1996, Office was working a four to 

twelve tour at the MARIN 
most end of th 
Police Officer errwqWp 

OINT COUNTRY CL&, 
ated at the south 

Great River, New York. 

reported at approximately 2028 hours, he 

was looking east out the window of the WAR 
saw the sky fill with red. Police Officer ted he knew 

it was some type of aircraft fire. He con 
Unit via the polic+radio. Police Officer n launched 
marine boat ROMEO (R) and responded to the scene of the fire. He 
stopped at the Coast Guard Station and picked up two more police 
officers and responded to the crash site. 

Police Officer 
missile launch. 

reports he saw nor witnessed a 

265A-NY-259028-SUB- CCL - 3 0 7 
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- l- - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of trmmiption 8/9/96 

-advised that he was working the night of the 
plane crash on the 
loud boom and P 

..psogue Beach Park Pavillion when he heard a 
turne toward the south and saw a greyish/white 

basketball sized object dropping in the sky into the water. 
thenheard four or five more booms and observed a 

that 
h/red smoke trail descending to the water. -stated 

he may h 
smoke trail. 

the wings of the plane sticking from the 
stated that the incident was observed about 

ten degrees t 
Pavillion. 

st of the dock on the Cupsogue Beach Park 

265A NY 259028-suB 
w - 

ZL .xiiED INDEXED :I . cc’:: 
SERIALIZEDFILED 

JAN 2 ? 237 
. c,g& 

FBI - NEW YORK 

Investigation on 7/27/96 

F&# 265A-NY-259028 

at Mastic Beach, New York 

by SA GAVIN P. SHEA Date dictated 7/27/96 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of mnscription 0$25/96 

f the interview. 
then furnished the following information: 

advised that between 8:35 and 8:40 PM, he 
observed what appeared to be a meteor flare to the southeast. 

mouFhthe Forge River at the time 
was on hismsat approximately one mile north of the 

The red orange fireball 
was observed arcing downward for approximately four-five (4-5) 
seconds and-was situated at an 11:OO o'clock face position. 

never saw anything going up and advised that it was 
e to tell how high the explosion occurred. The fireball 

seemed to breakup just above or at the tree line. 

‘: 

265A-NY-259028-SUB’ Cd 

Investigation on 07/20/96 at Moriches, New York 
Filet 265A-NY-259028 

SA GAVIN P. SHEA ASON RANDAZZ Date dictated 07/20/96 
//g7 
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-l- - 
FEDERALBUREAU OFINVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 8/9/96 

the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview. 
then furnished the following information: 

ile sitting on the back deck of 
helter Island, NY, facing the 
/z" to I/4" scale high bright 
seemed to go up and then slowly 

saw nothing else and stated that the whole 
incident he-observed took between 3 l/2 to 5 seconds. 

. . 

Investigation on 7/25/96 

File# 265A-NY-259028 

at Long Island, NI 

by SA GAVIN P. SHEflxs Datedictated 7/28/96 3' ,$h I ‘. 
//Si .c., 

:... .1-_.._ -_-_ ,.. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESHGATION 

Date of rranscripbon 08/07/96 

was advised of the nature of 

following information: 

On July 17, 1996,- was at the beach one-half mile 
east of Shinnecock Inlet. He was having a barbecue with some 

mm 
At about 

stated "Loo t% it: %?~a::w~t 
orange flames in the south west sky out over the Atlantic Ocean. 
They-appeared to be just to the right (west) of the one mile 
buoy. He heard what sounded like thunder just after he saw the 
flames. He recalled seeing a trail of smoke. 

Investigation on 

This ?iNunlcnt cun!3jlls !!ei!l?cr rccomn1. -dations nx :rn:!usions of the FBI. It is the property of the FEII and is loaned to your agency; 
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-l- 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

DAIC of trmrcriptio~ a/a/96 

white, yellow and orange and that it reminded hik of napalm or 

the crack of a bomb. He then heard two to three explosions and 

the sound of-thunder. Afterwards, he saw black smoke and flames 

fall from the area of the explosion to the ocean. 

He noticed a vapor line from the ocean up to the sky, 

like a firework. He saw this vapor line after the initial blast, 
but thought it could have come from the ground or possibly from 

the horizon. 

,' 
. . .r. i, 

He stated that he had never seen anything like this 

before in all the years he has been in Westhampton. 

56 : 1.’ 205A-NY-259028-q-CC$ 

Investigation on 8/S/96 

F& # 265A-NY-259028 

rt NY, NY (telephonically) 
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-l- - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of traswxiption 7/29/96 

with her sister 

respectively, 
attention was diverted towards the ocean. As she turned to look, 
she saw three separate balls of fire which descended into the 
ocean. It fell straight down to the ocean until it disappeared 
from sight. She could not gauge as to how far in the distance 
this incident occurred from her. 

InvntigBtEg 7/22/96 at Patchogue, New York 

File I 

by Date dictrted 7/22/96 1 .( 
i/8/ This document contains neither recommendations nor coadurlonr of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and ir loud to m qrq; . . 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

: :;> - c ?+. Date of trrnwriplion 7/24/96 

rovided the following: 

w-e 12, stated that she was playing ball on the 
tennis cou a the WESTHAMPTON YACHT SQUADRON on the evening of 
July 17, 1996. The tennis court was enclosed by a high chain- 
link fence and equip-with a protective screen further 
obstructing her view. 

From this vantage point facing south she observed a 
reddish-orange fireball rising in the sky. When the fireball 
reached its peak, it split into two pieces. Following this, she 
observed metal tumbling down and an angular trail of black smoke. 
Thereafter, she heard one big boom immediately followed by two 
little booms. 

Investigation on 7/19/96 at Remsenburg, New York 

File # 265A-NY-259028 
As WILLIAM HANSR 

b AUL T. PALUMBO ( dp) Date dictated T/23/96 

This document contrinr ndtber recommendrtionr nor condurion~ of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ud ir bud to you m . . . 
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-l- 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of trmscriptioa 8/7/96 

On July 26, 

regarding any suspicious activity he may have observed in the 
neighborhood before the explosion. After being advised of the 

rviewing Agents and the nature of the 
dvided the following information: 

as visiting at his 

This occurred at about 8:40 p.m. 

July 17, 
Other than the explosion,Non the evening of 

1996, observed a boat in the "back bay". It was a white 
speedboat with two people in it, travelling west. 

on d summer and she may know 
advised that his mother has been at the house \ 

unusual activity in the neighborhood before 
more about any 
the explosion. 

.‘. ., 
265A-NY-259028-SUB- c=‘-f 

Investiprtion on 7/26/96 1t Long Island, New York 

F' # 265A-NY-259028 

a 
SAs MARCIE A. HOUK/ 
JAMES MAHER/JM/dxa Date dictated 8/ 5/9 6 ,.” 

/Of 
/_ 

,.. 
Tbis document contlins neither rmmmendrtions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI rad b iouod 10 yams s;,.. 
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-l- - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESI’IGATION . ., .*,:.- i. 

.interviewing agents, as well as the nature of the interview. 

tated that on July 17, 1996, at 
she was standing in the ampton Bays High 
ing to a friend. 

H 
reports that as 

she was lookins towards the south (Atlant c Ocean), she looked in 
the sky and-observed what she describes as a fire&k/Roman 
candle which did not go off the right way. She thought it was a 

reported that this firework looked like a thin red 
burst into a large flare. 

Prior to losing sight of this flare behind the tree 
line, she observed flames coming out of each side as it slowly 
descended. escribes the flame on the right side as 

going Out cnWmdid not see any smoke, and she did not 
She describes the flames on the left side 

as jetting out. 
hear any sounds. 

Because-thought the flare was a dud firework, 
she did not pay any more attention to it, and continued to go 
about her business. 

h., 

Invesligation on  7  j28/96- n Bays, New York 
WI /, . . 

fi,cx 265A-NY-259028 
//89 

SA KEVIN M. KELLEHER/ATF 
by DET. MICHAEL MONG$N, SCPD:cam &@&#/))$n,ed;ccltoa 7/28/96 

A I 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of trsscxiption 7,‘25/96 ” ..-” ;;. ;-yr i 

dn the night of TWA Flight 800's crash 
group of friends were at a waterhole located off'0 t 

and a 
ountrv 

Road, Speonk, New Y r 
Police Department's v 

in the vicin 
irearms Range. 

of the waterhole approximately six ( 

the Suffolk Co&y 
was on the west bank 

Someone said to look up and when he did 
om the water. .'*>: 

erupt in the sky and descent to the ground. 
saw a fireball 1.. 

He did not view the .i 
impact as the tree line obstructed his view. . . . . 

explosion 
ately five (5) to six (6) seconds after the 

eard what sounded like thunder, one big boom, 
and felt the ground tremble. - 

LI t 

6@ . 

Investigation on 7/24/96 ar Speonk, New York 
Filet 265A-NY-259028 

,' 
by SA JOSEPH D. FOELSCH, J Dare dictated 7/24/96 . :,;i 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI aal is loaned to your agcsy; 
‘.‘:qj 
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265A-NY-259028 

On July 21, 1996, at approximately 5:00 p.m., Detective 
ARTHUR BUKOWSKI, Shield Number 966, and Detective STEPHEN C. 

rollowlng information: 

tated that on July 17, 1996, at approximately 
8:30 p.m., he was on&lx -beach at the south end of Ponguegue 
Bridge, looking southwest. -observed a "clear" flame high 
in the sky which turned into an orange glow which descended into 
the ocean. -The fireball was observed to break into two pieces 
while it descended. 

smoke. 
did not observe any ascending objects, lights or 

265A-NY-259028-SUB 
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265A-NY-259028 

On July 21, 1996, at approximately 12:50 p.m., 
Detective ARTHUR BUKOWSKI, Shield Number 966, and Detective 

On July 17, 1996, after sunset, 
~:;sh::aying 

The object went behind the water tower and reappeared 
below the tank section where it exploded into an orange color and 
continued its descent. 

No smoke was observed or noise heard. 
-- 

No objects were observed near or around the glow. The 
sun had set at the time of observation and it was getting dark. 

265A-Ni-259028-W c <CL ( 
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265A-NY-259028 

MOK 

Y. 
fla 
fla 
fla 

On July 2 
'iches, New York, 
Jul 17 1 .996, a 

Y 
'advise 

sh in e sky so 
.sh appeared to b 
sh he saw nothin 

The following investigation was conducted by Suffolk 
County Detective CHARLES DRAKE, regarding Trans World Airlines 
(TWA) , flight 800. 

Ehat 
lute !d that while he was driving he observed a 

&h*of route 27 
be an explosion. 
ig else. 

the 
the 

\ * 
\ 

, 

.WlALlHD J&JItEC 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF lNVJ2STIGATION 

;y- _ ii. 
i& i :‘.; 
.<.1’ i. 

Date of trutwiplion 07/25/96 

On 
interviewed 
Plantation, 1 
the identity of the ii 
following information: 

rovided the 
;. ;.;+L: 

walking eastward 

Then he saw a horizontal explosion about one-half (l/2) way down from where 
he first observed what he believed was a "boat flare". He stated 
the flare appeared more orange than the explosion, which was 
reddish oran e. 

traveiin! 

The large explosion fell to the ocean in two 
parts could not say what speed the flare was 

. 

m 
was interviewed telephonically. He is a 

UNITED AIR ES Pilot and will be traveling from 11:30, July 23, 
1996 to July 25, 1996, will return and be available from 12 PM to 
8:30 AM on July 24, 1996. Will cancel his plans if necessary. 

265A-NY -259028~SUB CC, - 

lnvcaligrtioa on 07/23/96 

F& # 265A-NY-259028 

at Plantation, Florida (telephonically) 

SA RICHARD MCCARTHY/h Date dictated ” c 
07/23/96 
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- 1 - 
FEDEBALBUREAUOFINVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 

re of the interview. 
furnished the then 

following information: 

t approximately 8:30 pm, she was 
lk at Smith Point with a friend entioned 
lare had been s ot up. 

to -hat* 
reddish-orange ball wit a w itish 

reddish-orange ba 
that she only observed the 

three seconds. The reddish-orange 
ball seemed stationary and then there was an explosion which 
expanded to a large mushroom cloud which was approximate1 ten 
times larger than the size of the reddish-orange ball. 
advised that the explosion had red and orange flames an Y 
smoke with a bright light inside. 

w-w 
later, 

Approximately two seconds 

the mushroom cloud expanded even further and a fiery 

seemed to shoot from the cloud and descend to the water. 

stated that six to eight seconds elapsed during the whole 

t described. No smoke trail was observed behind the 
reddish-orange ball and the explosion was not heard, but only 

observed. 

position. 
The explosion appeared to have taken place east of her 
She estimated the distance as five miles and stated it 

looked as if it occurred only one mile off shore. 

Invesbgation on 7/22/96 at Medford, New York 

,zlleX 265A-NY-259028 IiS J . RmEL by SA GAVIN P. SHEA:cam 

//?8 

. ‘i 

I’ 

lk documerh cnnwi~~\ kuither recommendations nor conclusion5 nf the FBI. It is the nmnertv of the FBI and is lolncd tn vmw l DCIYY’ 
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FEDERALBUREAUOFINVE!3TIGATION 

On July 17, 1996, at about 8:20 PM, he was at Hott'tane 
in Brookhaven. 
there with two friends, 
they were there 
appeared to him 
exploding. 

--stated that it looked as though two propane 
tanks had caught fire and were streaking up from the water ot 
coast line in the south southeast sky over Shirley, New York. He 
thought a gas station might have exploded. The objects had an@, 
orange and purple tail of flame. He could not see any smoke 
trail or the object at the head of the trail. The object or 
objects took less than one and a half seconds to reach their 
highest point. There was then a blue and dark purple flash. 
Something came off the top of the plane followed by flame. Then 
another part dropped off. The rest of the plane seemed to coast 
a little further. 

All this appeared to occur about two inches above the 
horizon. It did not appear to be ten miles away. There were 
orange and yellow flames and black smoke coming from the object 
as it fell. 

lnvestinatio~ on 08/12/96 East Patchogue, 

Fils X 

by SA JAMES McCARTHY/&g 08fl 
I- 

This document ConlsiN neither recommendations nor conclusion8 of the FBI. 

it and its contents IIT not 10 be distributed oulsidc your agency. 
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265A-NY-259028 
FC:nac I, 

On July 24, 1996, at aDDroximatelv 7:25 p.m., Senior 

After the explosion he heard a delayed sound like a rumble off in 
The explosion was followed by white smoke. 

as not aware that this was an aircraft at the time. A 
he witnessed a police response. 

265A-NY -259028-suB - 
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FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESI'IGATION 

D~IC of transcription 7/31/96 

interviewing agent and the nature of the 
provided the following information: 

as on the beach at Dennisport, 
Massachusetts on 7/17/96. 
The sun had set. 

He described the evening as very c lear. 

At approximately 8:30 pm 
flare in the sky back towards Long tell if the initial line was going up or down. It then burst into 
a small fireball. 
fireworks. 

It looked like the puff associated with 
A larger fireball erupted off the smaller one. 
then saw several jets shooting down from the larger 

realized that he was not looking at a regular flare 
but did not know what he was seeing. The entire event lasted 5 to 10 seconds. It was c lose to the horizon so 
was far away. -thought it 

marked his position on a map and drew his line of s ight to the event. He then sketched the event. Both sketch and annotated map are attached. 

-. 

265A-NY -2590 =--Q& 
I::. :.:<gsllon on 7/31/96 at Chester, Connecticut 

I / \ 
F;l: j 265A-NY-259028 ' 1 / . - w 
!, SA Kenneth E G ray Jr : KEG/keg' ~lcdiculed~7/jf/g6. __ !:r'Z'l~'" 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dart of transcnpoon 7/30/96 

date of birth 

number --L 
advised the following: 

Portland, Maine. 

advised that he and his wife, 
-Jacationing and residing with a friend,' 
Babylon, Long Island, New York, from Ju y 15th through 19th 
7d-h : - p .i-- vacationing there, 
twice a day with his metamtor, first around 5:00 am, then 

1. 
m would walk the FIRE-TST,A~ RRACH 

around 6:30 or 7:00 pm. 

iadvised that on the evening of Julv 17th. he 
3 .‘I 3 'r.is wife and friends went out for c- -1 rln;r -v -.-I friend's house afterward, Mrs. 
zhe beach 

hen khey returned 

advised that they stopped at an area on the 
?'eacti to sit and watch the surf come in. 
2n zhe beach at that time 
black couple with two 
;?ad a video camera and s 

w 

s 
the water off shore. 

filming the children playing in 

medium height and weig t. 
described the black man as being 

The bl fe 
heavy . At approximately 8:30 pm 

le was medium height but 

-! plane engines and he looked up to see a 
heard the sound of jet 

.$J; : c :-, arge commercial jet 
A*- had apparently just taken off from JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNA- 

TI3NAL AIRPORT. The aircraft was increasinq in altitude as it I. . 
ocean in an easterly or southeasterly direc- 

that the aircraft appeared to be about two 
two miles out over the water when it Llew '76 '1 

zasz his location 

I':\ r‘Q::;.i:li'" ,>n 7/30/96 aI 
c- 

Portland, Maine 

+\ J'SA (GARRY E.W. BARNES na 

the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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255A-NY-259028-302 
Conrmuatm of FD-302 of ) .on 7/30\96 .puc Ajj# 

-.& :‘, 1. ’ 

passed by him, 

advised that within se>onds after the aircraft 
his wife called his attention to two fishing 

draggers which were directly south or southwest of their loca- 

ger were about six miles out at sea near 
advised that as he was looking at the 

aircraft flew, 

east or in the same direction of where the 

into the sky. 
streak of light travel up from the water 

was a rocket 

described the streak of light as 
shooting star only going upward. 

advised that he did not watch the light because his 
drawn toward the two draggers. He advised that he then heard a 

come across the water and saw a flash of 

or tram the same general direction of where he saw the mysterious 
light to the east: 

standing up in the 

advised that he saw two individuals 

be boat;was travellin 
it came up ou 

so f&t that as 
e 

boat's hull. tadadv' 
water,- gaw the,col 

+ 
. . on the '+, 

,.ised that he is not posi iv&if ti -- 

was on the top oYE7KG hull or on the bottom of the hull. 
remembered thinking at the ti it was a small boat 
being out so far from shore. 

"ehppcra 

advised that he did not see 
exactly where the boat may have ee eading. It could have 
entered the FIRE ISLAND INLET or it could have continued further 
west toward Freeport. 

advised that he never knowingly saw +h@ VW -. air- 
advised he never made any connect: ~~__ ion 

what he saw on the evening of July 17th while on the beach until! '.?i" 3 

, 

the next morning when he read about it in the newspaper and saw 
the news on television. 1 

'I 
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BZDERAL BUREAU OF INVESIXATION 

aooftrmc+th 7/22/96 

1, white fesale, date of birth 
~security numbsr- hose - -~ -- ven, Corinecticut, 

was interviewed on the below date by the belowmllstsil special agent. She was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the 
interview. -provided the following information: 

was standing by the water's edge at her 
r dinner on 7/17/96. She was looking out at the 

Long Island Sound. It was evening. 

clear. The sun had set. The sky was 

-saw a large streak of light appear.directly above 
and behind the east brsakwater lighthouse in New Haven Harbor. 
This streak then formed a huge irregular shaped ball, that 

u 
descended and expanded. The-ball was red. It was brighter than 
the lighthouse and obscured it as it dropped behind it. It 
dropped down to the horizon, directly behind the lighthouse. 

estimated the initial height as twice as h 
appeared (approximately two degrees). 

thought it might be fireworks. The entire event to four seconds. lasted only three 

-did not see the initial forsation of the streak. 
She did not see any event prior to seeing the streak. She did not 
hear any sound she could associate with it. She could not recall 
seeing any aircraft in the vicinity. She did not see any smoke. 

-drew a diagras of.what she saw. She also marked 
her position and line of sight to:.the streak on a map. Copies of 
both map and diagram are attached to this FD-302. 

rnvcAtigA~00 7/22/96 At New Haven, Connecticut . 
.File# 26SA-NY-25-9028. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 8-2-96 

17, 1996. 

w ma le, date o f b irt 
Niantic, Connectic  

the tollowing information 
Imade at approximately 8 :30 p.m. on July 

stated that on the evening of Ju ly 17, 1996, he 
c Bay Yacht Club in Niantic, Connecticut. 

a t the end of 

n t contact 
the comment 

L  
calculated to be 30 m iles south of Moriches 
New York which Inlet on Long Island, 
m iles fr;m Iition in Niantic, Connecticut. 

stated would be approximately 70 statute 

stated that what he observed at the time  from 
over the orison and s lightly  to the right o f twelve o 'clock was 
a column of rising orange and red flame that was qu ite  b i 

4  
and lasted on ly a  short time  and then went away in what 

faint sparkles s imilar to a  roman candle 1  ing stated that the v isibility on the evening of Ju ly 
good and that he specifica lly  recalls that it 

evening after h is Wednesday evening yacht races. 
stated that the observation he made was d irectly  southwest .~ the positive inclination of the burning orange/red 

column was almost straight and a little  b it o ff vertical. 
ca lculated the earing from h is pos ition to be w 220 degrees magnetic. 
approximately 6  stated the entire  ep isode lasted on ly 

d  that he d id not hear any sound 
associated with  the ep isode. . . b  . L . . 

. ': r .' . 

lovestigatioo on 8-2-96 
F ile# 265A-NY-259028 

‘. ,’ 
J 

p l Niantic, Connecticut 
. . Date dictaed 8-2-96 

it ad its rmteots are not to be dismitcd outside your agency. 
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265A-NY-259028 
COn!inuation of FD-302 of -->.on e-2-96 ,ppge 2 

Iprovided a pen and ink drawing of wh+$#he . I. in the sky on the evening of July 17, 1 Sectional Aeronautical Chart on which 6 ‘as well as :ite for the evening of July 17, 4" drew his 
1996 a approximatelv 

observed New York line of s 8:30 p.m. Copies of both the drawing and the applicable portiol of the Aeronautical Chart are attached hereto and the originals are being maintained in exhibit envelope. 

a 
I 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dnleoftfax+oa 7/31/96 

agent. He was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent 

and the nature of the interview. Stefano provided the following 

information: 

-was sitting on his second story balcony, 

overlooking Long Island Sound, on 7/17/96. The sun had set and 

visibility was limited; -could not see Long Island due to 

some fog above the water. 

At 8:30 pm, -saw something dark rise from lower 

left to being above the island immediately across the bay from 

him. He then saw a yellow orange flare-like thing, that exploded 

in the gap above the island. The area expanded to an irregular 

ball and then formed a column to the horizon. It then 
disappeared. 

The entire event lasted no more than 10 seconds. 

-estimated the height as one to two degrees above the 
island. He believes he saw something going up prior to the 
explosion. He did not, however, see this clearly. 

w drew a sketch of what he saw and then annotated 

a map with his position and line 

estimated the line of bearing as 

event. Copies of both sketch and 

of sight to th= event. He 

185 degrees (magnetic) to the 

map are attached. 

7/31/96 hvestighm 00 

Filet 265A-NY-259028 
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U Branford, Connecticut I v-ii- 
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* 
by SA Kenneth E Gray Jr ~diuam~ 7/31/96 
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information: 

3etWef?n apprOXinatel;- 5:30 anti 8:35 PM the table to se^l'- ^ -z----1- - --* ' - - * * -left 

of Harts Cove.1 L:Ae looking out-over the water 

\/ 
,~~~:%.dl:ha-, he thouaht \:yAamE;dsee 

flare falling st alqht down from the skv. -;! 
- - ---2 . the flare ascending-and thought he saw it 

did however, see a trail of grey smoke that was 
lowest point to the left and the highest point 
was in the vicinity of where he saw the F1a-a 
smoke trail was stpaiaht and annmavnd 

As a point of reference4 
looking about _ stated that he wai 20 degrees to the left of the Coast Guard Station -yq 

:..' wnen ne rlrst observed the flare. 4 
. . . i‘ '. 

right. 

Moriches Bay or Harts Cove. 
watched the flare drop for 

,f 

disappeared Cove. behind the reeds located between the condo and Harts ild 

and did not- 
.; 

advised that he did not hear any explo.&#.$ 
see any aircraft In the vicinity of the flair. . : ..j gi -further stated that he did not observe any aircrafti?P” 

falling from the sky. - .y$' aidiu 

Ustlgation on f/lf5/Yb 31 

Date dictated 

netther 
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FEDERALBUREAU OFINVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 7/26/96 

agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
advised of the nature of the interview I- 

(FBI). After being 

following information: 
provided the 

advised that on the evening of Wednesday, July 
riding his motorcycle westbound on Dune road at 

approximately 35 to 40 miles per hour a club known as 
DOCKERS in Hampton Bays, Long Island. 

upb 
's attention was 

drawn towards the water as he noticed a re flame streak towards 
the sky. The flame then curved right and proceeded downward 
toward the water before finally splitting into two balls of fire. 

v being launc ed. 
stated that the bright flame was like a flare 

It had a head, followed by a small tail, and its 
path was defined by a narrow trail of smoke. 

brought his motorcycle to a stop soon after 

this activity. 
idge (thought to be the Ponquogue) to view 
stated that he did not see the two balls of 

fire hit the water as the dunes near him were higher than the 
horizon. -then drove his motorcycle to a location near the 
SURF CLUB where he could gain a better vant int to view this 
activity. While en route to this location, stated that a 
blackhawk helicopter darted overhead from the land to the 
location of the activity on the water. At first, -thought 
that the incident that he observed was some sort of national 

However, prior to hearing media reports of a 747 
considered that a small aircraft may have crashed. 

““4h 

a:r ‘., 
reached an unobstructed view of the ocean, 

he viewed smoke r s ng from the water at t he estimated to be 
approximately 20 miles from the shore. 
as hazy, punctua * 

described the sky 
by smoke rising from 

db 
e water. No flames 

were viewed by on the surface of the water. 
3s’ 

i .c:: I*’ ..: 

‘L 
Inrcrtigation on 7/23/96 at Calverton, NY (telephonically) ..:.:; 

me i 265A-NY-259028 7&J y/i' 

mYby 
SA RICHARD K. Date dictated 
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265A-NY-259028 

Coatinudion of FD-302-I , On T/23/96 , pane 2 

wstimated that this took place after 8:30 PM and 
been at approximately 8~40 PM. 

at a nearby club call 
After viewing this, 

a 747 had crashed, 
to report his eyewitn 

&iy?% b$?Chh~%~f~ ?a?7 
account. 

Westhampton bridge, 
Afterwards, when crossing the 

stated that he was sto 
sE;.Pme first name unknown,- a New 

xplained what he had witnessed and Trooper 
noted his information. 

appeared to be 
adds that the speed of the streaking flame 

increasing as it descended (prior to splitting 
into balls of fire). The splitting into balls of fire occurred 
closer to the surface of the water in the streak's descent (as 

to having occurred closer to the apex of its path). 
further stated that the only noise heard was a muffled fizz 

the object’s descent. 

tated that he first viewed this activity as he 
g streak upward towards the sky. 



‘L 
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Date of trmscriptb~ 7/23/96 

was telephonicaly contacted regarding 7/19/96 regarding TWA Flight 800. at Jones Beach (not sure exactly which saw what he appear by the wing area near the body states that the spark was not near the a few seconds later(approx.lo) the plane blew up. Jacobs said he heard 4or 5 loud explosions. orange in color. Be describes the spark as light incident occured. The plane was heading eastbound when this 
resides at 1222B E.225th St.BX. NY 718-3253. 

37 

‘L 
1mmtigr1iolt on 7/23/96 at NY,NY(Telephonicaly) (telephonically)" is2 . I- 
by R.Bendetson 
Tbia document ooatainr odtba recommadrtioar nor mmJodonr of the FBI. 
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Dateoftnnepion 7121196 

interview- 
as present during the 

speaker. After being advisec 
is not 

e 

a fluent english 
agents and the purpose of the intervlew, 
following information: 

'denpU 
the interviewing 
, provided the 

individuals 
stated that on 7/17/96 he and six other 

traveled to a beach in West Hampton, Long Island, 
N.Y. He could not recall the name of the beach. He stated that 
this beach is North of Route 27 on Dune Road. He said that as you 
travel north from Route 27 you pass a private beach on the right. 
He stated that the next beach is a public beach. This is the 
beach he and others used for a photo shoot. He stated that they 
arrived at appr 
approx. 6:45 pm 

6:30 pm and began the photo shoot at 

at approx. 
stated that he ended his photo session 

8:lO pm to 8:15 pm. He advised that he packed his 
photo equipment in the car and returned to the beach to assure he 
had not left something on the beach. According t-he was 

at waters edge when he noticed an extremely bright, orange, 
in the sky. He added, that the orange light began to descend 

light 
towards the water, 
flames. 

but then exploded into a larger ball of 

debris, 
He said that he could see a very large angular piece of 
in flames, hit the water surface. 

the explosion, 
He also said that after 

there was a lot of black smoke in the air. 

He stated that his vantage point was facing away from 
the beach, and slightly to his right. As he described the height 
in which he first saw the bright.light, he pointed up at about a 
45 to 60 degree angle. 

According to 
after he saw the flames 

approximately 3 to 5 seconds 
and debris descend onto the water 

surface, he felt and heard a large explosion followed 3 to 5 
seconds later by a second explosion. that he could feel - 
the ground beneath his feet vibrate tated that at the 
precise moment he first noticed the orange 
looked at his watch which read 8:30 pm. 

light iri the sky, he 
.- 

\ ,rvcstigation on 7/21/96 at &INDEN, N.J. 
Fi]e# 265A-NY-259028 '"C..~ , I._ - 

SA STEPHEN C. DENNY @ 
-r P * .1 wns 

/F$ 
Date dii 7,2;/96 ,-.<, -‘ 9.4 ::! ‘, . . b 

This document contains neither recomrntmdations nor conclusions of fbe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is Id 0~ your -; ..,?i 
*I; : 

it ud its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 



265A-NY-259028 
Continuation of FD-302 of 

When asked if he noticed anything out of the ordinary 
before or after what he saw, he stated that he remembers that 
approximately 10 minutes prior, 
to his right, 

a helicopter passed from his left 
as he faced away from the beach. He advised that 

this was a normal occurrence. He stated that while he was 
photographing the models he noticed very little. He did say that 
he noticed no one else other than his party on the beach. He 
added that this could have been due to the low light and haze at 
that time of the day. 

listed the people in his party as follows by 
name and phone number: 

resent durin the photo session 
~~s~~~?~fy-~nd~ aunt whose name 

elieved tha a of the for 
mentioned individuals saw all or part of what he described. 

greed to provide a set of prints of all 
ng his photo shoot. 
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Date of transcnptlon 07/22/96 

On July 18, 1996, ' 
..t~p~;l~~r~~~a~o~~~',,"It~~, interviewed w 

le, New York 
Coast Guard Station in East Moric 
following information: 

-provided the 

On the night of Wednesday, July 17, 1996, at 
approximately 8:30PM,i-, was travelling west on Sound 
Avenue in Northville. As he made a left onto Tuthills Lane, Mr. 

-wife,- observed a glowing airplane travelling in a 
straight line to the south out over the Atlantic Ocean. m 
then observed what appeared to be a red beacon emanating from the 
aircraft. At this point, hot-\andf-, 
observed the aircraft steeply decline approximately forty-five 
degrees, then explode, followed instantly by a second explosion. 
The latter was larger than the first. 

The explosions resulted in a flaming orange/red 
fireball which rapidly descended beyond their sight. Flames were 
distinctly visible. The elapsed time between observation of the 
glowing aircraft and the initial explosion was approximately 
three (3) seconds. Neither individual heard anything relative to 
their observations. 

Investigation on 

by SA Robert M. Lewicki 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusicms of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ud is Ioc- ,___ ‘D-l,, 
i( and its contents are not to he dwnhuted outside your agency. 



I< CP:meg 

was interviewed by Detective 
and Detective STEPHEN JENSEN of the Suffolk County 

Police Department. The interview was conducted on July 19, 1996. 

In furtherance of the investigation of the crash of 
TWA, Flight 800, on July 19, 1996, at 17:15 Hours, conducted an 
interview of Mr.and Mrs. 
60 Apollo Drive, Aquebogue, New York, report 

The-of 
that while driving 

southerly on Church Lane, Aquebogue, New York, they observed the 
following details: 

Mrs. -relates observing while looking southerly, 
a golden glowing, moving object, 
tree top line. 

easterly direction above the 
The unusual golden color of the elongated object 

Mrs.-noticed a red light on 
15-20 miles out, assumed it 

unusual, 
suddenly the plane took an 

45 degree dive with no visible flames or smoke. Below 
the tree top line, a large reddish, 
rose above the tree line, 

flaming fireball immediately // 
where the plane had descended. The 

entire observation was approximately (90) seconds in duration. 
No observation of any object or 
plane, was witnessed. 

Mr.dojectile from the ground to 
also submitted a drawing of his 

recollection of the explosion, see attached drawing. 
/ 

*.. . . 

265A-NY-2sga ._---C_ - ,--- . ..e!ycc 
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D8kofW 07/22/96 

Miss -voluntarily 
atiorl‘in East 

information: 
provided the following 

On the evening of Wednesday, July 17, 1996,w 
was barbecuing on Rogers Beach in Westhampton Beach when at about 
8:30PM she turned around and observed what appeared to be a 
aircraft out over the ocean to the south, then a white light 

small 
followed by a dispersal of that light, then a huge flaming ball 
spiraling down and disappearing into the ocean. 

She heard several distinct booms. The elapsed time 

'u 
between the onset of the initial white light and the fireball was 
several seconds. The descending fireball was witnessed for 
approximately ten (10) seconds before disappearing beyond her 
line of sight. 

l 

Investigation on 07/18/96 
Fticr Z65A-NY-259028 

by SA Robert M. Lewicki #-7021 

-. I~IIS documnt contains neither rccomn~endaion~ nor conch&ns of the FBI. It is de property of the FBI ti ir w b y~ra -; 
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Date of trrnwxiptbn 7/22/96 

South Seldon, New 
ically contacted at 
fficial 

the contacting agent and the nature of the 
identity of 

interview 
provided the following information: IW 

On the evening of July 17, 1996, was travelling 
on a ferry from Bridgeport, Connecticut, to Port Jefferson, New - 
York, with his wife, when he saw what he initially thought to be 
a fireworks rocket ascending to his south over Lon 
the point where the ttrocketV@ was last seen, 
fireball eru t and fall to the horizon. 

9 ZYt' 0rEge 

fireball& 
When he saw the 

looked at his wife's beeper and saw that the 
time was 8:36 PM. He was approximately 15 to 20 minutes from 
arrival in Port Jefferson when he witnessed these events. 

The mqrockettl was in the air for approximately two (2) 
to three (3) seconds before the fireball erupted. It glowed red, 
but no smoke trail was visible. The "rocketlV had a consistent 
flight on a slightly eastward path. -card no sound and 
saw no aircraft associated with the fireball. 

is a Police 
-and assigned 

. 4 Hrs date of birth is , 

- 
Investigation oa 7/22/96 

265A-NY-259028 

41 Seldon, New York 

This document contains neither recommendrtionr nor conclurionc 01 the FBI. It b the prop; 
it end its contents rre not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Dale of trrarcriptkm 7/25/96 

/wg 

r ~~~:e~2~o:55i,...,,,,,.~~~o~~s~l~e”,~ 
was telephonically contacted by writer. 

-stated that at approximately 8:20 PM, 
Wednesday, July 17, 1996, he was looking toward Fire Island from 
Center Moriches when he saw a white light moving at a speed 
consistent with an aircraft on a landing approach. He estimated 
the altitude of the light to be approximately 5,000 feet, 
travelling from south to north. 
altitude, 

The light began to lose 

flies. 
but not at a speed faster than an aircraft normally 

There was no trail of smoke associated with the white 
light, that descended at approximately a 45-degree angle. He 
then saw a fireball further in the distance. The fireball fell 
toward the water. 

said that he is em lo ed b 
~Holtsville, NY,-- 

Investigation on 7/22/96 at Center Moriches, New York 

File # 265A-NY-259028 q%@ 

by SA VERNON L. SWIN 

This document containa neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is cbe propert 
it and its content3 are not to be distributed outside your sgency. 
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Date of trmsaiptba 7/25/96 ' 

On July 17, 1996, Wednesday-and her boyfriend 
(unidentified) drove to an area known as Sands Pit, a public park 
area located at the southern end o tchogue River, at the 
Patchogue Bay, Patchogue, New York. stated that she was driving the vehicle and arrived at the park a 
PM after having dinner at a local restaurant. 

ximately 8:30 

vehicle, facing south, 
parked the 

looking out over the Patchogue Bay. After 
being parked for a few moments and enjoying a clear evening at 
around twilight, 

F 
was talking to her boyfriend seated in the 

passenger side of he vehicle while looking out the drivers side 
window which was completely open when she noticed a flare off in 
the distance, rising into the air. -originally observed the 
flare approximately halfway up in its flight. She described it 
as moving steadily straight up and described as 
orange with a short reddish-orange smoke trail. 
that she initially thought that a boat in the b 
sort of distress and shot a flare in the air for assistance. 

athenatook her attention momentarily away from the flare and 
noticed tge boats moored at the nearby dock located in a 
southeast direction from her vehicle when she reacquired the 
flare still glowing and still steadily rising. She then observed 
the flare pause, then brightly pulse in a small concentrated 
area. She stated that from her initial sighting of 0 flare to 
the pause and pulse seemed 1,ike 10 - 15 seconds. 

t 
furthor 

described the flare as-being a steady glow and rose a 
remarkable pace. 

a stoady, 
At the point where the flare paused then pulsed 

she did not observe any other objects In the immediate 
atmosphere. 

stated that within two (2) seconds of the pulw 
she observed a large object seemingly stopping its forvard 
momentum while igniting into a fireball, then break 

This document contains neither recommendrtions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is lbc property of lb 
P77 

it and itr contents are not to be divributcd ourcide vnur ~OCT(CV 
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(2) large pieces. These two la es then floated downward, 
then disappeared at the horizon. described the large object 
igniting then breaking up to resemble a wishbone. 

After the two fireballs were no longer observed, m 
drove her car down the park near the boat dock trying to obtain 
sight of the fireball8 on the water. -initially thought that 
the items may have dr nto the bay or into the ocean south 
of South Point Park. escribed numerous other curious 
people standing near the dock peering out toward the water. 

-advised that she and her boyfriend returned home 
at approximately 9:00 PM, and shortly thereaf or, became aware of 
the TWA flight missing while watching T.V. & could not recall 
hearing any sound related to the above described incident. 
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Date of transcription 7/29/96 

Airlines office at JFK 
International Airport, Queens, New York. Upon being advised of 
the identities of the interviewing Agents,- furnished the 
following information: 

-advised on 7/17/96 he was flying in a private 
Cessna with his frien 
explosion of TWA flight 800. 

when they witnessed the 

flying 2000' 
According to, they were 

above Jones Reach 
from the area of the explosion. 

tely 30 nautical miles 

"bright stripe of light", which 
escribed observing a 

a few seconds 
prior to witnessing a fireball. was unable to 
tell whether the "bright stripe of light" was ascending or 
descending and that his initial impression was that it might be 
some phenomenon of sunlight.- stated that upon observing 
the fireball, his first thought was not of an airplane but that a 

'LJ ship or an oil latform might have exploded. 
stated he .did not observe any other aircraft 

ships in the area, 
or 

although his colle 
had seen a ship in the area. 
to= d-advised he 

did not describe this ship 

rovided the following biographical data: 

Name 
Address 

Position 

78 
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Invcrtigatba on 7/27/96 Queens, NY _.,.. a. .- - h ,...31":-Ir-i 

pue t 265A-NY-259028 

by SA JOHN G. SORGE, DET. WAYNE T. PAROLA Dated 
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Date of tnrucriptioo 7/23/96 

traveling Very high up" 
two (2) miles. 

across the sky , approximately one (1) 
The larger of the two (2) objects traveled from to 

west to east towards the Moriches Inlet. The smaller object traveled from west to the southwest, possibly splintering off 
from the larger object. 

Both objects left vapor trails which were consistent in 
density, but no particular color. 
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Date of transutptton 07/24/96 

On July 18, 1996, at about 5:25 p.m., Sergeant FRED 

irected his 

that he believes was fire since it 
flicker. 

appeared to 
The airplane was falling to the ground and was intact. 

He last saw it disappearing behir,d trees in the horizon. He did 
net hear an irr,pact but did see a red flash through and above the 
trees. 
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1 

The following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agent FREDERICK A. JACKSON, on July 22, 
York: 

1996, at New York, New 

observations on the evening of July 17,-1956. 

over water, 
the water, 

observed a small reddish-orange round dot rise from 
reaching its apex, 

short distance, 
making a small arch, falling a 

noise, 
then disappearing.-bserved no explosion, 

or trail of smoke. 
to be a flare. 

-believes this object appeared 

L-l -related that two (2) seconds later he observed 
two (2) red streaks just to the right of the initial light source 
falling off at the horizon. mtated that he observed no 

the area at this time. 
bserved only the very ending of 

265A-NY-259028-WB CI - 
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Date of transcription 07/26/96 

&of employmen 
Islandia, NY, 

d to his observations 
,Provided the following: 

Somewhere between 8:15PM and 8:3OPM, whil 
was fishing in Moriches Inlet, he was standing in h 
northeast, trying to untangle his fishing line, 
caught his attention out of his right eye. 

when something 
He looked in an 

east/southeast direction and saw what he described as a perfect 
column of red yellow flames with a black lBspinal cord" of smoke 
running down through the center. 
of the flames to a radio tower. 

ed the size and shaped 

that perhaps a propane tank mig 
stated that he thought 
oded on the sand bar 

'iJ which separated him in the inlet from the ocean. He said he 
watched the flames for about ten (10) minutes and then went back 
to his fishing line. When he looked up again later, the flames 
were gone, leaving a column of black smoke with a small gray 
mushroom cloud on top. He did not see any objects and only heard 
two muffled sounds approximately fifteen to twenty (15 to 20) 
seconds after seeing the flames. stated that it was a 
clear evening and there was stil 

/898 

fnvestigation on 07/25/96 

265A-NY-259028 

et Islandia, New York =+Jwq?~ 
__.a . -- - .- -L- ---q 

This document contains neither recommendrtionr nor conclusions of the FBI. It ls tbc property 
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Dale of transcription T/18/96 

East Moriches, NY, 
his residence 

Present were FBI Special 
Agents BILLIVAN JOHNSON and MICHAEL JONES. After being apprised 
of the identities of the agents and the purpose of the interview, 

provided the following information: 

stated on 7/17/96 at dusk, which 
to be 8:30pm - he was playing poker with 
outside deck. was sitting with his bat!- to the bay. out 
of the corner o eye,-saw a flash of light, and when he 
turned, he 
southeast d 

saw a red-oran e color flame going up in the sky in a 
.irection. -s, ssumed it was a flare from a boat 

although he believed it looked larger. wadded the 
projectile rose from the channel at a very high arch and at its 
apex, separated into 2 reddish-orange balls. -observed the 
incident looking due south from where he was sitting. 

advised due to limited visibility being caused by 
the time and mist, he could not see if the projectile came from a 
boat in the channel or the opposite shore line. -estimated 
his residence to be approximately 2 miles from where the 
trajectory originated. 

remarked he was not home during the day so he 
could not comment if there w 
the bay. He added his wife, 

unusual activity that day in 
did not witness this event 

nor any of his neighbors. 

advised the poker game started around 7:OOpm and 
concluded at 10:OOpm. He added the four of them went inside his 
residence at approximately 9:OOpm. 

btated he had not had an alcoholic drink before 
this incidentoccurred, and does not use illegal drugs. 
does take medication for his heart which does not advers 
effect him in any way. 

- 
Investinalion on 7/18/96 East Moriches. Lona Island ' -.. l..i...- I 

File # 2 65A-NY-25902 8 Y 

by BILLIVAN H. JOHNSOk,-MICHAEL JONESr(j-- Datedi at 
u 4 

fl 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the propertr 
II ar.d 115 contents are not to be distributed oufride -our 11~cnc1’ I- 
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Date of transcription T/25/96 

On July 17, 1996, at approximately 8:30PM, while 
working as a Security Guard at the Forge River Marina, 
I--," ;Y&.a;we in the sky. The fire split into :~o"~~e~es 

eard no sound associated with the events. 
-did not recall any unusual activity either coming or 

going In the last several weeks. 
dockings on July 17, 1996. 

There were no transient 

Invesngation on 

‘Ibis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It IS the property of the 
,.#.I I, 
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DJte of lnMcriplion 7/22/96 

_~~ ~~ 
interviewed 

b Date of Birth (DOB)! 
at her residence. After being ac 

of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview,{ 
provided the following voluntary information: 

1 was ' 
vise t e 1 entitv 

advised that she and 
along the track at Westhampton High 

were walking 
School, Lilac Road, 

Westhampton Beach, New York during the evening of July-17, 1996. 
This track is less than two (2) 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

miles from Westhampton Beach on 

approximately 8:30 - 
g the south, at 

light arching into the sky 
bserved a bright white 

from west to east. It appeared to her 
to b8 emanating from Westhampton Beach, at an angle not exactly 
vertical, and travel over the ocean. 
was a f ireWOrk. 

At the time, she thought it 

This light reached high into the sky, at an angle of 
greater than forty-five (45) degrees, and took approximately 
three (3) S8COndS to reach its apex. At its apex, 
observed that the light appeared to fizzle out, then moments 
later, a huge explosion occurred, 
wall of flames, 

consisting of a bright oblong 

After the 
originating from the apex of the Whit8 light. 

flames disappeared, she saw grey smoke in the general 
area in the sky where the flames were. 

ascent, 
saw no smoke with the white light during its 

and did not hear any sound or explosion. 

The following information was obtained through 
observation and interview: 

NAME: 
RACE: 
SEX: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
ADDRESS: 1 

TELEPHONE: 

lnvestig8lion on 7/19/96 rt Westhampton, New York 
:-LJ FdcI 265A-NY-259028 

by Data dictated 7/22/96 
/ 9/u 

This document conthna neither ~~ommc&tio~~ nor COIICIU~~~~~ of the FBI. It ir the prop&y of the FBI ud ia lomod to yau WY; 
it and ita contents am not to be distributed outside Y~IIC ~~CIICY. 
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Dateof truucliption 7/22/96 

1 Date of Birth !DOU! 
was interviewed .a&.,$ht_the home oil 
Westhampton, New York. After being advised the iae 
interviewing agent am the nature of the interviewI 
the following voluntary information: 

L I q!!!., _. -_- 

- advised that she and 
track at Westhampton High School, F 

were walking along the 
Li ac Road, WesthamptOn Beach, 

New York during the evening of July 17, 1996. This track is less 
than two (2) miles from Westhampton Beach on the Atlantic Ocean. 
While wa king facing the south, at approximately 8:30 - 8:40 
P.M., 

?k from w 
observed a bright whit8 light arching into the sky 
0 east. 

W8SthamptOn Beach, 
It appeared to her to be emanating from 

time she thought 
at an angle not exactly vertical, and at the 

it was a firework. 

This light reached high into the sky, at an angle of 
greater than forty-five (45) degrees, and took approxi 
to five (4-5) seconds to reach its apex. 

y four 

Observed sparks, 
At its apex, 

v@ then moments later, a huge explosion c 
of a bright oblong wall of flames, 

sting 

the Whit8 light. 
originating from the apex of 

After the flames disappeared, she saw smoke in 
the general area in the sky Wh8r8 th8 flame8 were. 

saw no Smoke with the whit8 light during its 
not hear any sound or explosion. 

The following information was obtained through 
observation and interview: 

NAME: 
RACE: 
SEX: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 

‘b Inveuigation on 7/19/96 at Westhampton, New York 

filei 265A-NY-259028 

bY SA DAV 
:$ 

Date dictated 7/22/96 
/ 9N 
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D~teoftrurrript~ 7/22,‘> 6 

-* 
estic, New York 

contacten - 

advised of the identity of the interviewing agent, 
provided the following information: 

He had gone crabbing with about twenty Other people 
yesterday (July 17, 1996). They were standing on the dock at the 
Forge River Marina in 
13 years of age named 
be a flare flying up 
attention to this 
objected looked 

took about 
The flying object was relatively slow in flying up and 

four or five S8COndS before hitting the airplane. The J@+ 
'u smoke, which trailed this object, was whitish in color and the 

band of smoke was narrow. It looked like a flare or Roman candle 
flying into the air. 
and neither it, 

The object flew at an angle into the air 
nor its impact with the plane, mad8 any noise. 

There was one flame which came from the object, then a second 
once it struck the plane. The flying object was very bright, but 
not uncomfortable/blinding to look at. 

The object seemed to take off from Dune Road or the 
left side of the inlet. 

Oth&members of the group who saw the Object's flight 

I stated- s~okgot-~t~;i&dh~his 

18 flying object. 

Investiprtion on 7/ 18/96 

.-FilcI $6 5A-NY-259028 

at New York, New York (t818phOniCallY) :.:.:. i 
.:::J 

K. LEWIS/dcd Datcdictrted 7/19/96 

document coetrinr neitba recommendrtionr mar conclusions of tbc FBI. It is tbc propaty of the PBS md is hod’& 
it rnd its contents ue not to be distributed outside your l gency. 
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The following investigation was conducted by -Detectives 
(Det.) GENE GROSS and RICHARD HIGGINS, Suffolk County Police 
Department (SCPD):. 

. . 

he was stan 
advised that on the evening of July 17, 1996, 

dock at Forae RiV8r Marina, River Road, 
Mastic, New York, facing in a.soutdeast direction-when he . 
observed an object, reddish/orange in color, ascending into the 
sky from an east to west direct sighting lasted for 
apprOXimat8ly 3 t0 4 Seconds. then saw an explosion in 
the sky in the same direction object ascending. H8 
did not notice any Smoke trails or her any explosion. He stated 
he b8lieV88 he was approximately 13 miles away from where he saw 
the explosion. 
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Date of transcription 07/20/1996 

On 3uly 20, 1996, SA ELIZABETH GALLAGHER telepho 
interviewed' Quogue, New York.. 
was contacted regarding information she provided to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on 07/19/1996, regarding the 
explosion of TWA Flight 800. 
information: 

-provided the following 
., 

stated she was visiting the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Quogue. While there, she was sitting 

in the living room looking out of a bay window, when she observed 
white sparks, 
fire ball. 

white roman candle sparks in the sky, then a huge 

-thought the time was approximately 8:15 PM or 
8:20 PM when she first observed the white sparks. She recalls 
the daylight as being dusk, 
the ocean. 

and seeing the surfers coming in from 
Looking out onto the ocean it was dark, the sun may 

have been just setting. 

-continued to say that as she was looking out of 
the window, just over the trees, above the horizon line, she saw 
white sparks, then a huge fire ball. She shouted to the others 
that something was blowing up and they ran outside. As she 
exited the home, she heard three to four loud booms. The last 
being the loudest. She described the booms as an explosion, a 

a sound barrier blast. She stated she is familiar with explosion 
sounds as she lives near the Suffolk County Airport. 

She continued out of the home, following the huge white 
cloud in the sky out to the ocean. When she got to the dunes, 
she saw a fireball hitting the water and a white cloud coming 
from the surface of the water. She described the white cloud as 
floating vertically from the horizon of the fireball, but being 
round at the edges. 

.& ., 

-said she never saw the airplane in the air and 
therefore could not say where, on the plane, the white sparks 
were coming from. 

6 

Investigation on 07/ 2 O/ 199 6 at New York, New York (telephonically) .$ -. 
L' File # 265A-NY-259028 

_.. '/ 

by SA Elizabeth Gallagher Datedictated 07/20/1996 
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-believes she was approximately 14 miles from the 
site of the explosion. She stated she was approximately 9 miles 
from the Moriches Inlet and estimated the plane to be about 5 
miles out over the ocean from her point of sight. She believes 
the direction the window she saw this from is to the south-west. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dale of lranscriptiom 07/19/1996 

-Date of Birth,- 
Shirley, New York, 

- was interviewed at his home. 

-was advised of the identity of the interviewing 
agent and the nature of the interview was to record the pertinent 
events of the evening of July 17, 1996. 

-stated that his friend, W-L-s 
father,'-& and he departe' residence,. 

Center Moriches, New Yolk, at approximately 8:30 
PM, Wednesday, W/17/3996, to go fishing at the Center Horiches 
Coast Guard Station. -arrived there at approximately 8:37 

'b PM and was waiting for the other men to get their waders on. 
-tated that only a few moments later, approximately 8:40 

PM, he heard an explosion that didn't sound very close to him. 
-stated that he looked up at the sky and saw a long, drawn- 

out flame, much like stretched out taffy. The flame was orange 
against a twilight sky. The flames lasted approximately ten to 
fifteen seconds and zig-zagged their way to the surface. - 
believed the Coast Guard had shot off a flare which was floating 
down to the surface. 

At approximately 8:45,-stated he began walking 
to the fishing spot where he fished until approximately lot15 PM. 
At about lo:15 PM two approached hir vith the news of 
the crashed airliner. tated he was distressed at the 
news and decided to pack up and go home. 0 stated he then 
spoke with a Suffolk County Police Officer about what he had 
seen, 

At approximately lo:45 PM,-vas approached by a 
Channel 12 news team which interviewed him. Following that, 
- and the other two men departed the area. 

1 
I 

I4 

‘L/ bvatbathom 07/19/1996 at New York, New York (telephonically) 
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-6 Date of truscriptbn 07/19/1996 

Date of Birth, 
Center Moriches, New York, telephone number 
terviewed at his home. 

-was advised of the identity of the interviewing 
agent and the nature of the interview was to record the pertinent 
events of the evening of July 17, 1996. 

-- 
stated that his father - his friend, 

and he departed his residence at approximately 8:30 
PM, Wednesday, 07/17/1996, to go fishing near the Center Moriches 
Coast Guard Station. 

-arrived at the Coast Guard Station at 
approximately 8:45 PM, where he unloaded his fishing supplies 
from his father's van and began to get ready for fishing. 
that time, Baw a bright 

At 
yellow-o ame about 200 feet 

in the air, seven to eight miles away. stated the flame 
was rolling across the sky then fell to the surface when he saw 
black smoke. 

At approximately 10:00 PM, -stopped fishing and 
proceeded back to the van. A Suffolk County Police Officer spoke 
with -gathering contact information from him. 

-left the Coast GuaiQl fishing are&&+ 
approximately 11:30 PM. 

‘n*u1igrtlon on 
“w 

07/19/1996 at New York, New York (telephonically) 

PL# 265A-NY-295028 

by SA Paul A. Roman8 Datrdictrtod 07/19/1996 I I 
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Date of truwcriptioo _ 07/19/1996 

--Shirley, 
Date of Birth& 

New York, telephone numb& 
Was interviewed at his home. 

agent 
-was advised of the identity of the interviewing 

and the nature of the interview was to record the pertinent 
events of the evening of July 17, 1996. 

rove down a 
back road to the Coast Guard Station where he par d is van on 
the side of the road, in a grassy parking spot. uremo&ed 
the fishing gear from the rear-door of his van and leaned it on 
the side of the van. 

At approximately 8:45 EM,- advised that he turned 
and saw a large flash of orange light in the sky. The flash of 
light seemed to be approximately four miles away. -stated 
he did not take notice of what was in the sky prior to the flash 
of light, which he st 
of an explosion. 

ed was immediately followed by 

+a Department exploding 

the noise 
tated that he thought the explosion was 

the Suffolk County F re or 
confiscated fireworks. stated the explosion seemed to 
blow up an object high off the surface of the water, breaking it 
in two. The object then dropped into 
pole, on fire, dropped straight down. 

ter like a telephone 
then noted black 

smoke from where the object fell into the water. 
the whole event lasted only about 30 seconds. 

tated 

shoreline a 
until 11:00 PM, when a 

e beach was being secured. At approximately 
poke with a Suffolk County Policeman about what 
what he had witnessed. 

Ll lavutigrtlon on 07/19/1996 at New York, New York (telephonically) 

pht 265A-NY-295028 1 .J 

by SA Paul A. Romans Datedictated 07/19/1996 . ..-.+ jj K<<.-.. 
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DIedtrnahpb 7-19-96 

On Friday July 
-, Southampton, NY 

following: -- 

On Wednesday July 17, 1996 at approximately 8:35 PM, 
Ms.-as in her house at the above address when she heard a 
series of booms which shook the house. Approximately a minute 
later she looked out the window and saw two large cigar shaped 
pieces engulfed in flame fall out of the sky into the ocean 
followed by a smaller piece which was also engulfed in flame. 
Immediately after the smaller 

dep 
there were smaller sparkles 

falling from the sky. Ms. house is approximately 12 miles 
from where the pieces had fallen. 

At about the same time the pieces were falling from the 
sky there was a helicopter hovering over the ocean about five 
miles from the where the pieces had fallen. The helicopter had a 
searchlight which it was shining towards the water. The 
helicopter hovered briefly and then headed west out of sight. MS 

could only describe the helicopter as being like the "big 
green Army ones." 

At the same time all of the above 
observed a very long, very loud white 

approximately 65 feet long, close to shore. 

was happening, MS . . . . cigarette boat, 
MS .-had not 

seen a cigarette boat that big that close to the shore before. 
However, since that night, she has observed the cigarette boat 
riding in the waters by her house and upon reflection believes it 
is probably one of the neighbors. /% 

w 

/957 

lovcscigation 00 7-19-96 It New York, NY (telephonically) 

pilcl 265A-NY-259028 
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Date of trrnrcription 7/19/96 

The following investigation was conducted b 
SA Allen contacted mwir 

h Babylon, Long Island, telephone 
nd her son were on their way back 

from the Babylon library when-saw a definite white clear 
trail of smoke going straight from und to the sky a few 
minutes before 8 p.m. on 7/17/96. stated that she saw an 
object at the top of the smoke trail that seemed to be leading 
the smoke trail upwa 
other solid object. 

id not see the plane or any 
d that it was still daylight at 

this time. When the stoplight changed to green,.drove on 
and did not see anything else. 

Investigation on 7/19/96 et 

This domnmt cantaim ndtba raammadrtlonr nor amdudora of the FBI. It b the property of the FBI ud L hr( to 
it and ita contents UC not to be dhtribottd outride your rgeacg. 
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Dnmof&nmcriprioo 7/18/96 

purpose of the interview. -He then provided following 
information: 

On July 17, 1996,w as traveling westbound on 
the Southern State Parkway, just west of the Sagtikos Parkway, 
Suffolk County, New York. 
to his northwest a ye 

At approximately 8:15pr, he observed 

out from the center. 
ion with red and purple shooting 
s unable to determine his 

distance from, or the f, the explosion. 

-tated that in the light of the explosion he 
observed a vapor trail. The trail appeared gray, a14 8eemed to 
be comistent in thickness and color. 
and direction of the trail a8 being s 

08cribed the path 

'w ‘d 
ram the Qround. 

escribed the lighting conditions at the time of his 
observation as being just past twighlight. 

on a boat that evening and 8 
incredible rate of speed. Several minutes la& he heard an 
explosion. 

7118196 NM YORK 

al 265A-NY-259028 
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advised that on July 17, 1996, at apprOXimbtely 
at Ponguogue Beach to play volleyball. He 

stated that he subsqq&ntly began to play volleyball with five of :~' 
his friends. He stated he was on the team which was facing away 
(north) from the ocean. At about 8:30 p.m., he saw what he 
thought was-a flare blossom into a larger flame in the sky. He 
stated this occurred to his southwest. 

: 
He stated this larger 

flame came down into the ocean in two columns. 
occurred over 10 miles away. 

He estimated this .;i,, 
-did not see anything ' 'I' ‘*' 

ascending into the sky and could not provide any landmark over 
which this event occurred. 

265A-NY-259028- . . 
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Date of tmnwription 

occurrence. 

toward the ocean. The fireball was outlined in black. 
Approximately, one-half of the distance from the horizon to the 
explosion-spot in the sky, the fireball broke into two pieces; 
one pencil or telephone shaped, and one shaped like a circle. 
Both pieces continued to fall toward the ocean with the larger 

% pencil-shaped piece falling slightly ahead of th$,+m@ler 
circular-shaped piece. 
flames and close together. 

Thetwod~~~~i~~the=~i~~l:~u~~le ,Y' 

pieces that were separate but together." 

appeared to be followed by a black trail of 
smoke and arced to the east before fading out. 

believes that the wind was bl 
determined this by observing 



265A-NY-259028 

-- 

__ 

c 

the two pieces of the fireball. 
the ocean near the impact area. 
explosion was one mile out from 
hear an explosion or any other n 
with the explosion. 
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was attending a meeting of the Bellport Chambe 

following information: 

r 

Controller. 

were: m 
tated that the other witnesses of this incident 

lnvestlgation on 07/20/96 
U.,^ Y 265A-NY-259028 
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eA;-yW+yW, July 17, 1996,.at about 8:~ PM, ,+r' 
his w1 e and son went to Smith Point County Park on 

The surf was rough and it was high tide. 
,,i,: 

_ ;,.yq 
.+ ,' 

Shortly after arriving at Smith Poi t Beach ' 
sitting on the beach east of the boardwalk, 
zz;;;dhison to the sky. While faci!&!!!@!'uhia:the 

bserved at the eleven o'clock position, a very 
large indistinguishable orange ball of fire. This "burst of 
fire" began falling and split into two pieces about one-third of 
the way down. The pieces separated, but remained relatively 
close with flames trailing up behind them. The left piece was 
lower, but remained connected to the other piece by the trailing 
fiames. 
hit the water and 

The right- longer trailing ffames. The fires 
then observed a white-hot colored dot 

at about-the same location as the original fireball. For about 
five seconds, the dot appeared to be suspended in the sky. The 
dot grew slightly larger and its intensity became brighter. The 
light went out in a manner similar to a propane gas light. The 
dot was about 5 percent of the size of the fireball. Thereafter, 

for the park ranger to report 
did not hear any explosions. 

~ hsstlgrlion on ~ ' 7/21/199k at Shirley, New York 
!=,,..a 265A-NY-259028' 

SA DAWN L. MARTIr and 
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p was intexewed at her summer ;.- 
FCutchogue, New York 11935,d 

being advised of the identities I 
the purpose of the . r . . interview,1 

On Wednr$ay, July 17, 1996,wwas working as a 
waitress at the HUBBA HUBBA DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT, 
Southold,-New York 11 

Route- 

between 8:30 PM and 8 
and another waitress, 
of the restaurant because there were no customers. 

Whi1e ~~~k~h~e~~,~~~~~r~i~~~~ was looking southwes 
bright-red fireball moving eastward. 
and then ascended slightly. 

The fireball fell slightly 
The fireball was trailed by a tail 

':" 

which was-also red, but not as bright as the fireball. c 
The i 

fireball was not a perfect circle and the tail was at least as 
long as the diameter of the fireball. 
ascension, 

After the slight 
the fireball broke into two parts. The part on the ,i .A ; I ,*.,.z 

west side appeared to disintegrate, but the fire remained, ;i 
although less bright. 
as it descended. 

The part on the east side appeared to grow 
The parts seemed to be connected to each other 

,';'I:‘; & .,:c,;> 1 
and continued to descend until both parts disappeared from sight 
behind the treeline. The skyline was white and became brighter 

;;!gg 

and brighter, as if search lights had been turned on. 
ECU, 

The sky >" ., 
had a grayish tint from the smoke and the clouds looked darker. ‘ ,$$ 

L* id not hear any unusual noise or explosion. 9 ..:;,. estimate'd that it was about eight seconds from her init a 
observation of the fireball until the two parts disappeared. :I.. .‘ 

hought the fireball was about two (2) miles away in ;i.> > _ , '~ 
e and was brighter than any fireworks she had ever seen. I.. .>3 1 

ox-' & .a.?. 
! fireball was 
bthouah~. the 

At the time, thought that 
fireworks at Cedars Bea (Ircpe a 

hesliga~ion on 07/22,'96 II Cutchogue, New York 265/im 

Filcg 265A-NY-259028 
SA DAWN L. MARTIN& 

hY SA GREGORY A. COLE%AN/hrg 
.c\* 

Date dictakd 

This document con&m neither recommendatio/nr’nor conclusions of the FBI. II is Ihc p’~pcr~y of the FBI and is loaned 10 y 
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, On 07/22/96 ,~ge 2 +$ . 

fireball was at Nassau Point in Cutchogue. B relieves that 
b--d D did not see the fireball-beginning 

ecause they were talking to each other. 

The restaurant is about one to two miles from the water .. on the Northfork of Long Island. 
the sky prior to the fireball. did not see anything in '. 

: 
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following information: 

On July 17, 1996 at approximately 8:30 PM, 
driving westbound on Dune Road with her husband, 
and her two children when she observed a large or 
explosion in the z4I@: 

m ;.; 

This explosion appeared as bright as the 
sun to her. The exploding object stayed in the sky for one to 
two seconds and then began to fall. A fire trail of 300 to 400 *it,. 
feet in length followed the falling object. 
seconds, 

After five to eight 
a second explosion occurred. The plane split in two at ': 

this point and fell out of her sight. She then drove south and 
tried to drive onto the beach. 

':. 

At the beach, several people were standing who thought g 
they had heard thunder. At one point, the Westhampton Fire Chief 1" 
entered her vehicle and she drove him as close to the area as she :A 
could. Emergency vehicles started to arrive and she departed the ':: 
area. Prior to the initial explosion, she did not observe 
anything else in the sky. ,' 

II and IIS sontcn~s are not to be dlsmhuted outsldr your agen;:. 
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. . . , ., -, ’ 

Detective WILLIAM JAROSZ. rovided the following information: .-..Y.~,: )r ..' .,'A 
At appr&.x-iqnately 8:45 p.m., on July 17, 1996, -as :' ‘* sitting outside in-'the front yard of her residence when she 

observed a flash of 
bolt of lightening. 

The flash looked like a r':'g ',..>,'.. 
light appeared in an 
She had no other information. 

Invesrlpallon on 07/23/96 ar Bellport, New York 
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On July 17, 1996, at 8:00 PM, he was having dinner tit <-.;: 
MORGAN'S MARINA on Grove Street in Patchogue. 
directly east whe 

He was looking 
-$<;; *.: ., . . 

P 
saw a "yellow, gold spray or flash." He 

thought it was GR CI's fireworks. It then disappeared below the 
:!F';'; 

tree line. He did not hear anything or see anything else in the 4 ')3. 
sky before_ the explosion. ,&&f 

Investigation on 
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Date of trap scription - 

information. 
the following: 

8:45 pm, 
On Wednesday, July 17, 1996, from about 8:00 pm until 

she was with her two children and a friend at a park 
hear the Davis Par&Ferry on Patchogue Harbor. At approximately 
8:30 pm, she saw something like a spark in the sky. (She said 
she was sitting on a swing in the park and looking in a 
southeasterly direction - the direction of Moriches.! She saw 
the spark out of the corner of her eye, and as she turned to look 
at it, it seemed to explode, creating a deep red, yellow, 
spidery-shaped light in the sky. She remembered a blue aura 
around the pattern. The light seemed to drip from the sky, with 
the falling drops coming down like a funnel to a single point on 
the horizon. She passed it off as some kind of fireworks, 
although she had never seen anything quite like it before. 

‘The next morning someone called her to advise about the 
TWA disaster. She was shocked, knowing she had probably seen the 
disaster with her own eyes. In fact, this realization troubled 
her so much that she would not watch news reports on television. 
Her father finally called her and told her to call the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and report what she saw; he thought 
it would help her emotionally. 

dvised she did not hear any sound in relation 
Neither did she see anything that appeared 

suspicious or would indicate there was something else in the sky 
that would have struck Flight 800, causing the explosion. 

Imesrlyatwn on 

h! SA MICHAEL S. MAIER:cam 

NIL document it~nla~ns neither rscommendatmnr nor conclusions of the FBI 
I, .A”,l ,I( ; >“l,-n,r .>r.. “r.7 ,,I h.. 4Ir.r.h*.-.+ ^...I. 4. .,,_ _^._ 

Date dlctatcd 
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Date of transcription 7/25/96 -’ 

contacted AT 

following information: 

That on Wednesday, July 17, 
were fishin 

1996 he and a friend, 
Inlet, 

PM, he saw what ap 
when at approximately 

he 
south, southeast from 

sky to the 
said that he commented to his f 

flares for-no good reason; however, ty of firing 
inasmuch as the flare wati.not 

red, which would indicate a distress signal, but rather .' i' *lowish in color, it seemed less serious at the time. 
said that it appeared to him that the flare was 

from a position off-shore and not from any beach area. 
He watched the flare move upward in the sky to a point where the 
flare seemed to lose energy and arc and began to descend, he 
observed a fireball somewhat above where he last saw the flare. 

Investigation on 7/22/96 at Shirley, New 

File I 265A-NY-259028 , 

by SA VERNON L. $3 SWIN / LS/jmj 
/ 236 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclurionr of the FBI. 
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Date of transcription 8 12 g6 

the water. 

the distan! 

. . ; 
s w a red navigator light from an airplane in < 

hen saw an orange firework, with a tail, 
in the air southwest of him. 
arched down before 

The firework traveled up, then 
lost sight of it. ;' .; I 

Seconds later 
B in the sky simultaneously. 

saw a second and third fire work 
0th were orange with tails and they 

traveled in the same arching pattern of the first firework. 

Approximately 30 seconds later! 
and saw a blue vertical line of smoke st---,. 
horizon. The blue cloud remained for three t, _v 
this activity occurred at 8:30 pm. In addition t 

mo:za:: :h:-le 
All .F :$J 

wife, there were other people on the beach, 
with a camera. 

: .SkJ 
265A-NY-25902843UB@~ 

Fllc # 265A-NY-259028 

by SA DAVID P. MARZILIANO Date dictrw/2b/96 
-Tc This documeot contains neither recommendations nor con, 

,, ““A I,< p‘nn,rn,< .,m nnt en I.. Ai.lr:L...-l -...-:a- -.---- - elusions of the FBI. It is the property df t$e FBI and ir loued C &I$ 
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The following investigation was 
Agents (SAs) CARA L. HOLMES and MARCIE A. 
World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800: 

observ 
and wa 
drifti 
advise 
stated 
double 

Iwhen she 

ng in the sky it 
d that thistim‘age 

that five or six seconds later she heard a boom and then a 
edged boom. 
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The following investigation was telephonically 
conducted by Senior Investigator THOMAS M. O'NEILL of the New 
York State Police Department on July 23, 1996: 

deck of the Westhampton Yacht Squadron. He was looking so 
e saw what he believed to be a flare or a firework. 

when described URr 
yellow 

the‘flare-like object as being a small brig 
light aboutetienty degrees above the horizon, and he 

thought at the time, that it was over Moriches Bay. The light 
began to fall and grow in size 

srowins 
larger at about twelve 

degrees above the horizon. tated that at about five 
degrees above the horizon, the light burst into two wide sheets 
of reddish orange fire. The fire fell behind the dune line (Dune 
Road) and out of 
shoot up into 
heard no explosion. 

26 
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The following investigation was conducted by Senior 
Investigator THOMAS M. O'NEILL and Investigator KEVIN E. WALSH of '1 
the New York State Police De _ 

past the yacht squadron. The dashes of light then began to '...>..3' .:' 
descend straight down to about halfway above the horizon. 

\.-". . 
The _ 5 

dashes of'right then developed into an orange flare ball about - 
half way down and then into a "two headed" fireball further down .:" 
the descent. 
behind the du 

estimates the descent, which concluded '.' 
o the yacht squadron, to be 

approximately twenty seconds. Additionally, she remembers 
thinking that the fireball would strike the barrier beach, but it 
did not 
which is m. 

upplied a sketch of her observations, 
,.%. 
.c 

-- 
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1. 

The following investigation was conducted by Senior 
Investigator THOMAS M. O'NEILL and Investigator KEVIN E. WALSH of 
the New York State Police Department on July 19, 1996: 

“CZD Lllalllp LUII 
July 17, 1996. 

xacnc Squadron on Shore Road in Remsenburg on 
At about 8:40 p.m., while sitting on the patio of the yacht club, he saw a round ball of flame 

across the sky. moving slowly 
orange balls, 

The orange ball dropped and/broke into two 
which disappeared behind the dunes. 

or thirty seconds dker the two balls disappeared, About twenty 
flame rose up. He did not see a a column of 
from the ground. plane or any object going upward 
thought it was a flare. 

aw the ball of flame, he 
are attached as enclosures. supplied two diagrams which 

._ 
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Date of trroscriptlon 

Vew York 1172 ~, 
?er residence. Prior to any questionii 
.he identity of-the i, terviewinq agent and' 

Lnterview. .l .- 
On July 17, 1996, 

: ..,.. -.a.’ ‘.L. i 
Dune Road in Westhampton Bear 

land her family.werFO;p!: 
New York, when 

8:30 p.m., noticed mbw+distinct 
from the water. A second later she 
smoke, followed by a big glowing red 
further into the atmosphere 
dredge boat. 

and come right down to,;$$e.;-t: 
'stated this event lasted app&ki&$ 

seconds, was followed by two loud "booms, *I then saw'.'$%07".~.~-~ 
minor explosions. 

This same evening, -added, that at approximately 
8:00 p.m., she noticed a 25 foot power boat (no further 
description) off in the distance drive ty and thought it was 
rather odd because it was getting very dark and there was not a 
marina nearby. 

Invesligrtion on 

SA PAMELA A. CULOS/nac Date dictated 

This document contains neither recummendrtions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the p 
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The following investigation 
Special Agent (SA) JOSEPH D. FOELSCH, 
of Investigation on July 25, 1996: 

was conducted 
Jr. of the Federal Bureau 

;;+ -. -. c-3, .;;, - 
plode in the sky :i 1 

north-northeast of his residence. The blue flash disappeared 
within a few minutes. 

..:. 

%A-NY-2590243-~~8 
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D~tc of trrnrcriptlon 6/25/97 

interviewing-agents and the purpose of the interview, 
then provided the following information: 

N5 
were 

rthe-southern shore of Long Island, NY. 1 
sitting on the couch in the living room, 

3arge window in back of the couch. The living room was on 
the second floor of the house. was sitting on the east 
end of the couch facing west, a was sitting on the west 
end of the couch facing east. at% 

The day was clear, the sun was setting in the west and 
i , the sky was light blue. 

was looking out the living room window over 
of the neighbor's house across the street. 

She noticed a plane coming from the south east. The plane 
appeared to be one quarter inch in length. (During the 
interview, a standard ruler was utilized to determine 
measurements in inches.) She could see the outline of the plane. 
The plane was traveling east to west in the normal travel path of 
Dlanes coming from MacArthur/Islip Airport. 
light grey/silver in color, 

The plane appeared 
and the sun was reflecting off of it. 

'-also At the same time sh-e saw the plane, 
noticed an orange flare to the right of the aircraft. The flare 
was moving slowly and was smaller than the plane!!!ould 
not recall in which-direction the flare was movina. however she 
motioned with her hands from 
when referring to the flare. 

eft in an @ward direction 
further described the 

flare as a “fire rocket." '45 
She then heard and saw the plane exr ‘o?;. The 

explosion was small, appeared to be five inc..es in diameter anti 

rr\veatigation on 6/20/97 at Bayshore; New York 

'/c B 265A-NY-259028 :' m 1 M 64.3 Datedictated G/25/97 
SA CHRISTINA GUST and -_ 
SA STEVEN A. BONGARD'&CG:cs)' 

#ggby 93398 
#JR 

This document con& neither recommeadrtioas nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of tbe FBI and is loaned to 901~ agency; 
it and its contents are not to be dirtribu+ outride your agency. 
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was reddish or 
J 

color.. The flare came down from the small 
explosion.\ ould still see the plane, and stated that 
the plane continued moving east to west for a short time after 
the initial explosion. 
right and grew larger. 

The initial explosion moved from left to 
It then went down slightly but was still 

visible above the tree line. 

Hm ommented 
explosion as yellow/light yellow in color. 

that, she remember~;;;~l~$ised 

that she saw an orange flare to the right of the first explosion. 
stated that the flare was shaped lik drop, and she 

recall if the flare had a trail. was also 
unsure of the speed of the flare. 

Dotheandh M had never seen a flare prior 
to July 17, 199 . 

The se:z- 
then heard and saw a larger, second explosion. 

exp osion was.twice as loud as the first. In 
$k-l addition, the second explosion was made up of many colors, and it 

was visible in the entire sky in back of the neighbor's house 
across the street. The explosion “looked like a rainbow". It 
was light green, then yellow and then orange. The second 
explosion then moved downward and faded. a,n 

Both explosions were so loud that they shook1 
~~~?o;~g~q 

fallen, thereby causing t e noise and the s 

The initial explosion lasted for five seconds. 
stated that it was as if they were "in the movie theater. 

further stated that although the explosion was similar to 
?=a=eariWw loud",, 'louder than thunder", and it hurt 

also advlsed that the pictures in the house 
, an t at it felt-like an earthquake. 

'&w 
advised that the entire event lasted 

approximat? 1. _ r.?e seconds .Jb 
lasted s&xteezi seconds. 

-believed that the event 
When time by interviewing Agent 

ed the sequence of-events in fifty- 
seven set described the events in fifteen to 

'L-l During the interview 
picture of the event. 

,&and&each drew a 
A copy 0. eat picture 1s attached hereto, 

_, 

and the originals are contained in 1A envelopes. 
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Continuation of FD-302 of , Ott 6/20/97 .Pw 3 
clock after the event, the 
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On July 1 
conducted by Specia 

9, 1996, the following investiga 

Office of the Feder 
1 Agent STACY R. DIAMOND of the 

JOHN P. KEARY, New 
al Bureau of Investigation and I 
York State Police at Westhampton 

1t 
N 
n 
1, 

-7 1996 
.’ ‘, -.” . . . 

Squadron on 
was eating dinner at the Westhampton Yacht _ ..;-. 

then large red flames. 
he saw a tiny area of red in the sky, 

He heard three or four concussions then 
:'.'? 

saw black smoke. He saw a big column of fire, then a break, then : 
a smaller column of fire. '*.A 

e .* 
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red line was slanted to the top right. It extended.1 l/2 inch to 
2 inch at arm‘s The line was of continuous intensity. It 
was very bright. thought it was a distress flare. He could 
not say whether it was going up or down. He presumed it to be 
going up. 

At the top of the line, a lightning bolt shaped event 
occurred. It took 5 to 15 seconds to expand and drop down. The 
lightning.bolt area started at the apex and extended down into a 
cone. The cone was dimmer red. It expanded and extended down to 
the horizon. As it reached the horizon, it then faded away. 

-is a graphic designer and offered .to construct a 
composite image to represent what he saw. ,pr&uced a 5 
frame composite, on his MAC!, to represent the even$ In addition, 

-was asked to mark on a map his pas ion and his line of 
sight to the event. On July 31, 1996, mb providd the results 
of this rendition. Attached to this FD-302 report of interview is 
black and white copies of sites and hi31 description 
of same and the annotated map. original coeuter disk, a 
135 MB removable cartridge disk, the annotated map'and the 
original renditions were placed in a l-A-envelope. L : 

-advised that while observing this e$ent, he 
called the attention of other people who were at th+ timeshare. i 
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07-24-96 .-.. *.s. ., 

+From: 

,-as enjoying her ti 
ocated in Clinton CT. -On Wednesday July I 7th 

on the 2nd floor .ouidoor deck facing the beach kjoying a glass of wine. These people are: ’ ‘. 

Iproximately 8:30 (just before the dark of evening fell) I called everyone’s attention to the bright 
u straight line in the sky over Long, Island. I extended by arm and measured the red line with my 

open fingers at about a 1 l/2” to 2 I/2’” hieght. 

-. 
The straight line was followed by what I describe as a fuzzy lightning bolt “shaped” display that 
unfolded over a 5-15 second time interval on the right side of the straight red line forming a rough 
triangular shape. As the lightning bolt shape decended to the ground, the bolt shape became 
wider at the bottoms, as well as becoming a dimmer red color, mixing with grey and white colors 
towards the hottom of each bolt step. : 

c 

Everyone present saw the display and.1 said, :I think it’s a dis&ss flare, someone’s in trouble”. Itook- 
no action. .About an hour later, CNN explained that a crash had occurred over Long Island and we 
realized just what we had witnessed. WeGeie greatly upset. 

ud been video taping only minutes before the display, but had shut &f the camera. I took. various :- 
vtdeo pans of the horizon during that evening including one complete pan taken about 15 minutes. 
before the crash: Unfortunatky I missed the actual jet scene by a few .moments. I did no more ~. 
video taping that evening. 

Page. I of 2 $M ..- . . :. - 
:~. i ‘_ .:: 

_ . - . -. - 



Below is a graphic I created using a photo from Barbados of the coast line with an appro&# 
-similar position. I used the Barbados photo because I don’t personally possess- the techtic&% 
grab video frames from the video.1 had shot that evening. I scanned the photo. fng%$$ . 

k the photo scan into an RGB color graphic and rendered what I saw that evening on theh&&” 
over Long Island. - ^L -- :$-~.C .;q&y&.$?g 

Yesterday [July 25th)l called a friend who does possess the basic technology to grab video frames 
and digitize them so they can be viewed on a computer screen. I went to his video studio and 
grabbed a few frames and saved them on disk. I returned home to create a composite of the actual 
Clinton CT coastline right before the crash. I then layered in the jet crash rendering showing the 
color and approximate placement of the display on that horizon. It is as close to what we saw, and 
where we saw it, as I can produce. 

Also at&ached are the five graphics I created to show how I saw the event that occurred. 
c 

I hope my efforts help in-your investigation. 

LA : 
:- 

a4a-b -’ 
Page 2 of 2 - -. 
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mteoftruvcriQtioo _ 7129196 
/ 

State Police Investigator DE SCOON. 
the identity of the interviewers and 
information: 

southwest direction about forty degrees above the horizon. This 
flare was bluish/red lor and was moving at a steady speed 
from west to east. continued to watch this flare 
while trying to get his wife and friend to look at it. The flare 
traveled in this west to east direction for what he estimated was 
approximately 20 seconds, at which ti d to descend in 
a curved descent and the same speed. estimated this 
curved descent lasted approximately 10 seconds when the flare 
then opened up in a bottle or cup shape that was red in color. A 
second or so later, this sh outward on both sides in 
two pieces. At this point, realized these were 
flames. The flames dropped type shape with the 
flames more solid on the outsides. 

At the time of this incident, -believed the 
ames, were about five miles from him to 

the south: hought at the time that when the flare 
the red bottle type shape that it was 

fireworks. never heard any explosions. 

Invemiprtion on 7123196 8L Center Moriches, New York 

FilcI 265A-NY-259028 
Investigator DE SCOON 
SA JOSEPH P. FANNIN 
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Date of tmnscription 

information: 

__ On WednFday,,July 17, 
his three 

1996, at approximately i:30 PM, 
3) children and family friends child, .were on 

there way to Great Gun Beach, to collect beach glass. While 
along the road near the Moriches Inlet, at shout 8:OO.PM, 

noticed a red, older looking commercial fishing boat, that 
was between twenty to thirty (20 to 30) feet in length, heading 
out tc sea. He thought it was odd that they would be heading out 
at that time with it getting foggy out. 
bound along the inlet, 

While heading south 
approximately ten (10) minutes later; 

-noticed a low flying airplane. 
white in color. 

The plane was blue and 

ate1 
r 

10 minutes later, while heading back on 
four-year-old, saw what he called 

"firework". - mooked out in a south, south-easterly 
direction-and saw a column of fire going up and then falling into 
itself, The fire was orange in color an&t_urned into black 

bstimated that it.was smoke. 
300 

The angle was up and down and, 
feet above the water. 

ould not see the water from his location, 
because he was standing behind a sand dune. advised that 
it was still light out when he viewed the fi 

1 
. . .( noticed three other people out on the beach that 

evening, an unknown female and two children. -had no 
infcrmation about what they saw or who they were. 

While leavins the beach area.1 
like a barge with a light 
column. 

on, in the sa .me directi 

Inie~rlgarion ~,n 07/21/96 a1 Mastic Beach, New York L 

Fil? ,8 265A-NY- /q&928 
SA NATALE??-IS1 

/ 

b! SA JOHN DAN FETHIERE/hrg Dare dlctare 
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OF 

Date of tranrription 

1996, 
-'advised that shortly after 8:30 PM, on July 17 

-was turning out of the BOSTON MARKET parking lot'& 
the corner of W illiam Floyd and Montauk Highway in Shirley;.'NeG' 
York, heading south, when she saw a long red streak with a bright 
light on top high in the sky. -stated that she thought the streak was a fireyprk that never exploded. -described the 
streak as being one (1) foot long, wider at the top, tapering to 
a point at the bottom. 
the left, 

She stated that the streak was leaning to 
with an arc coming off of the side of it on the right. 

-advised that she did not hear anything but stated that her 
car windows were rolled up. She stated that she could not tell 
if the streak was going up or d e disappeared from view quickly. advised that it 

estimated that the streak was several miles out at sea from the beach. Her location was ' foGr to five (4 to ES) miles inland from the beach. 

- 
’ I, 07,‘21/96 nr Manorville, New York -- 

I- ::' 2 265A-NY-259028 L 
SA :;INE C. KELLY$k I r.A'[ 

I'\ SA ERICK LAUBER/ qg I 1 Y 
Thl\ dtxument ;ontams nrlrher reco %JG endawns nor conclusions of the FBI II IS rhc properry of rhc FBI a 
I: :xnd 115 ctlmsnrs are not IL> be dlsrnbured outside )our agency. 
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Date of trwcription 

being advised of the identit of 
db 

theLinterviewing ag 
nature of the interview, provided the followin 
information: 

-was walking from the front of her home to.ber.cer ,, 
'. approximately 8:30 PM on July 17, 1996, when she obsekid '&*'i-l:'y~."' 

orange colored "arc" moving upward from behind trees south- 
southwest of her home. The arc continued to travel upward and 
appeared to bend tlCpf!he left a little at the end. Then the arc, 
which appeared to dissipate into a "little round glow" for 2-3 
seconds, ended in a large explosion. - 

At first, -thought that what she saw was 
fireworks. However, when the arc ended in a lar e explosi 
no longer believed the arc to be fireworks. db what she saw was a missile, based on what she has se 
television and the movies. 

can pinpoint exactly where she was when she saw 
the arc and exactly where the arc was as it rose through the sky 
and exploded. 

I.:: e\I,yJA:,<‘l, ,‘,I 37/22/96 dl East Quoge, New York 

FL’? = 265.bNY-259028 Dare dxwrd LL ‘- - 
tn 

r 
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BUREAU OF INVISTIGATION 

Date of transcription 

0 
InEerviewed 
Patchogue, 
Agent of th 

Br0 owing information: 

1gg6, shew;;;;z;z ;;.k 0"; ~~~~~~8~~~kP.:o~a~~d~~~~~~;end "" 

of South Ocean Streef;,.in Patchogue, Long Is&d. 
facing in a south esterly direction, when she 
like object traveling upward from a north to south direction. 
she next saw a bright orange fireball in the sky. - 

: f$&- 

believes that the flare like object was orange in color and 
lasted for about five seconds. 

-advised that the fireball then fell to the 
ocean, followed by black smoke. 
uncertain about the origin gf 1. 

dvised that she is -. 
the flare Ike object. 

id not hear anything during her observations. 

Patchogue, New York 265A-NY 
_ 

bs SA ?;ATALE'PARISI/MAM 

T!,!\ d.~~unwnr iont3ms nclthsr rrcommendarmns nor conclusions of the FBI 11 IS the propeq of the FBI and I 
II AIIJ IIZ iLvwn[~ dre not 10 he dtsrnhurrd outslde your agency. 
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The following investigation was 
KINTZING on July 23, 1996. 

0 

conducted 

flare shooting into the sky. ----v -..v red burst.and then a yellow ba???ilii;-f%-the sky. 1 
thought it was fireworks. ,, - .> hi4 

. . 





The following investigation was conducted by Spec 
Agent WILLIAM HANSEN, Federal Bureau of Investigation, New 
Office on July 22, 1996: ._. 

that 
ocean 

grew tendrils as it dropped out of the sky and zell 

indicate- 
i who could not provide any further detai 

he reported the above incident to the United States 
Coast Guard. 

i flash 
nto the 
18, 

I 
265A-NY-259028-S@ r’c 
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Xe,w 'fork, Westhampton, Y 
was contacted at his residence. Att 

provided the following information: 

PAOLETTA's boat was positioned in Moriches Bay just 
south and.s-lightly west of Beaver Dam Creek, at the mouth of the 
canal. 

PAOLETTA advised he was heading slowly north towards 
Beaver Dam Creek, which is where he docks his boat. PAOLETTA was - :p 
actually sitting on the water maneuvering the boat. His back .was 
to the south and the ocean. 
at Buoy 36; however, 

PAOLETTA advised he was positioned 

r,a,:t;cal ma-p numbers. 
this number does no correspond to the 

;$ d ‘L. 
At approximately 8:30 PM, PAOLETTA's wife stated "It 

looks like.something is in trouble." As PAOLETTA turned around, 
he saw a large fireball in the sky which split or exploded in two 
separate fireballs with black smoke. The fireballs took a path 

:: 

that looked like an inverted Y (),I PAOLETTA stated the first ,. 
fireball looked like a red/orange sun setting. 

Immediately following, PAOLETTA called the United 
S :ates Coast Guard (USCG) to report what they saw, stating it 
appeared a.? though a plane was in trouble. The USCG responded 
stating the military was conducting pyrotechnique exercises and .*sccld this have been what they saw? 
were not sure; 
s:mi?ar reports to the USCG. 
-,, 3 + I-L on the ocean. The other boat;' 
*-a-al ! --i LA, was in the Shinnecock Inlet. 

to yqur agency; 



265A-NY-259028 
~mtnuatron of FD-302 of 

ocked his boat he and the othe 
to Barrier Island-and he and his sister-in-law went on 
deck of a condominium complex to see out in the ocean. 
described a large fire mass observed in the water. 

'stated his coordinates were taken " le incident; however, he did not have th 
ne identified himself to the USCG as, 
on his boat to the exact spot he was at on 
time of the incident and obtained the at”the 

@&+ . follo 

N 40 degrees 47.825 and W 72 degrees 39.282 :. .2 .' $4 . .,~ *' 
~, ,.:; 1 1:. 

- 

. . 
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Date of transcription 8/8/96 

On the evening of July 17, 1996, -was on the 
corner of Shore Road and Roanoke Avenue, in Riverhead, NY. He 
was in his Jeep wit&'ehe top down stopped at a stop sign. His 
view was southwest. 

parallel 
saw a red dot traveling from west to east, 

to the horizon. The red dot also seemed to be heading / . -4 -i. 
slightly south. estimated that the distance of the red 
dot was about twe . ..$ , 

He counted for about three or four seconds, and then .i 
the red ball turned into a bright orange explosion, as big as a I‘... 
house. The orange flames fanned out and dove down at about a 45 A$& 
degree angle in the same direction that the red object was 
traveling, from west to east. It was like the red object pushed 
whatever it hit forward, causing it to explode, and dive 
downward. -.-never heard any sounds. 1. : -, w 

There was no smoke trailing the red dot. He thought 
that the red dot got a little bit smaller just prior to the 
bright orange explosion. 

The explosion was so large that he thought that it 
occurred over the land. 

In\ estlgaclon on 7/26/96 

File * 265A-NY-259028 

at Southampton, New York 

This document contains nelther recommendrrlonr nor conclusions 01 the FBI It II the property of the FBI rnd is lornesj to”@ 
I, ,“A ,,c ,.nn,Dntr 0.a nnt en hr AI.1v>b.n*1PA n..t.mAl .,A... On-““., 
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Date of transcription 8/8/96 

.On July 17, 1996, at 8:00 pm, 
was sitting about a 

advised that he 
quarter mile east o 'f t 

with his girlfriend. 
:he Moriches Inlet Beach 

observed a red/orapg 
tated that about 8:30 pm he 

miles south. 
e in the sky about nine to ten 

-stated that several seconds later the 
red/orangish flame expioded and dropped straight down into the 
ocean. 

-stated that he observed a barge with lights 
approximately one mile east of the Moriches Inlet at 
approximately 7:00 pm. -felt this was unusual for a 
barge this size to be so close to the beach. 
heard a lovd bang at approximately 9:00 pm which 
felt to be unusual. 

-:1so 

265A-NY-259028-Sitj 

Iniestlgalion on 7/25/96 at Quogue, Long Island 

265A-NY-259028 1 FI:e m I 
. 

b),? JOHN b; 
SAs DAVID SEBASTIANI/ 

DAN FETHIERE/DS/rdo 

I 

Dare dIctated 

Th:s documcn! contams nclther rccommcndarlonr nor concluslonr of the FBI II IS lhc properly of the FBI rnd i5-w 
II and III conrcnrr are nor IO be dlsrrlbured oulrldc vour a~enc~ 
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Master Sergeant, New York Air National 
Guard, 106th Aerospace Rescue Squadron, was interviewed at his 
place of employment. was 
interviewers. 

advised of the identity of the 
advised that the purpose of the 

interview was to obtain his observations from the evening of 
July 17, 1996. then supplied the following information: 

-is employed as a Master Sergeant for the New 
York Air National @Mrd on a full-time basis. 
he 

On July 17, 1996, 
reported for his normal tour of duty at 6:30 am and worked a 

full day. then stayed on the base to do a night drill he 
needed to 

wind. 

-as looking south when he saw what looked like 
a flare at about 2,500 to 3,000 feet traveling from west to east. 
The object was orange with a pink center. It also had a very 
faint grayish white plume. The plume of this object was 
traveling from a higher elevation to a lower one. 

The flare then erupted into a fireball and the fireball 
fell straight down and then broke in two. -observed what 
he thought was a second flare type object appear higher and to 
the right of the fireball as it fell. The whole series of 
observations by -lasted ten to fifteen seconds. The area 

made these observations was the same area where the 
going to be operating that evening. 

New York 
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Dale of trrnsaiption 

was interviewed at 

overlooks the Atlantic Ocean. 

rock jetty- which juts out from his beac'.Tront. He did not hear 
anything when he saw the fireball. 

As the fireball descended, 

explosions. 

wesides in Port Jefferson 

Investigation on 

File * 265A-NY-259028 
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Date of trrnscl 

/306 

-as facing south at the time. 
as an orange glow, 

The flare appeared 
but was moving from -:?st to east. 

see the flare ascending at any time. 
He did not 

following the flare. 
He did not see any smoke 

He followed the flare from west to 
suddenly burst .into a fireball. .;:,. ~ ., '% .: 
sonic boom. 
Road, 

He ran from &AZ FE?korth side of Dune 
across Dune Road, to the ocean. -then saw two fiery 

pieces descending into the ocean. As the pieces hit the horizon, 
they disappeared and -heard another sonic boom. 

told him that he thought the plane as a "C31". 
that the entire event last about five minutes. 

-believed that-may have seen more 
since he was the one at the table who first noticed the flare. 

265A-NY-259028dij 

Invesrlgarron on 7/24/96 at Center Moriches - , New York 

File I 265A-NY-259028 h i II,- ,_ U,~~~~~~;~~;,3 
A JAMES J. ROTHE ', ,, 'C. 
A GREGORY J. O'N L';, T,5,& ; .- ..- 

L,Pste’dic;ried 7/24 iQ& 
. .--. ._ ___ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
II and IIS conttntr are not to be dlstrlbuted ourslde your agenq 

d is loaned toyh 





re oondominiru 

Island. 

stated she did not see the event. 
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Date of trmscription 07&i 

provided the following information: 

located a t 
II 

interviewed at the Moriches Yacht Club 
Union Avenue in Center Moriches New York. 

rsaid at the time of the plane crash he was s&ding on 
the dock located on the Great Gun beach on Fire Island. 
was facine-south when he noticed a flare ascending in the -.i .'c'*: 
southeast direction. said the flare was slightly east T 
of him when he saw it. ..? ~ > .+:$ 

L Lb 
wescribed the object he saw as a skyrocket, 

with a yellowish glow, possibly a flare that misfired. ,' 
. ...; $ 
-' 

-said he followed the flare for lo-15 seconds and then 
': 

saw an explosion. when saw the plane explode but he did 
not see it-crash in the water. mid not hear the plane 
explode in the air or on the ground. 

2.#fYork Inbestlgr tton on 07/19/96 aI Center Morich$j cl\ 
File = 265A-NY-259028 

SA Frederick R. Schmied,"f ' 

Thor document contatns netthcr recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It IS the property of the F I and ir h& 
it and its contents are not to be dlstrtbuted outside your agency. t FBI-NEW ‘p! 

bl, SA Martin Bernstein?, L 
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Date of trrascriplbn 

/3/ 

InrormaLlon: c, r<‘ A 
-said that as he was getting out of his parents 

.-I ;', 

car in the Moriches Yacht Club he noticed a firework ascending 
into the air. -said the firework was ascending over the 

. :,: 
.." 

Great Gun beach on FQe- Island, southeast of the club. 4 Aftet r::!#; ,- 
watching the firew& for a few seconds he saw an explosion He 
did not realize at that time that the object that fell to tie 

,.' 
ground was-a plane. ,. 

. UPLOADED 
WTH,TEXT w 

File = 265A-NY-259028 / ', 
SA Frederick R. Schm'ed ' c J 

bs SA Martin Bernsteini< Dale dictated 0 i /2: 
3 
This documellt contains nelthcr recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It II the properly of the And 11 banei 
11 and Its contents are no1 IO be distributed outside your agency. . . 
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, ‘,. .: 
Date of trrnrcriptkm _ 

was driving southeast on Wading River Road 
New York when she first saw the plane. .' 

ane was definitely on fire before it 
looked at her watch just before seeing the plane 

and remembEred the time of 08:42 pm. 
.',Y? 

disappeared from her view for a couple o 
-said thawsaid 

seconds. 
-,, 

the plane came down in an arcing direction. 

said she did not see the plane crash in 
or anything before the plane became engulfed in flames. 

Date dictated 

rhis document contams neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and h had to 
II and 11s contents are not IO be distributed outside vour ~OC~CV 
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At the time of the plane crash of TWA flight 800 
aa on his boat off of the eastern end of Meriches Inlet. 

saw a red flare ascending into the air before he saw an 

go over the horizon. 
of the inlet towards . 

was asked if he saw anything suspicious 
day of the plane crash or the days leading up to it. on boat come into the inlet at about 07:30 pm 

said the tug boat was named "fnu RIVER" 
saw the tug boat before and felt it was not 

said the tug boat had 30 twin diesel 
look like it was a fishing boat and did 

not have any gear for work. 
: 

the boat or any crew members. 
never saw the operator of 

-aid he saw the tug head east after it left the 
Inlet on 07/17/96. 
since that-day. 

Bh as not seen the tug in the Inlet .. ,sg,, 
.&.. 'I$$,. 

In\ erllgalion oc 

File = 265A-NY-259028 ..*- 
SA Frederick R. Schmied 

b> SA Martin Bernstein 
/3/7 

Dale dictated 

This document contrinr neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI II 1s the property of the F 
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ccntacted at his residence. 
After bp,""~~~2,~~y~; FE:. x2)&&&:If&i&~ 

of the interviewing agents and the nature of the 
provided the following information: 

interview;' 
< i : 

Bdvised he had been at the north end of 
Shinnecock Inlet Beach down from his home on July 17, 1996. At 1 . ..p ,ig 

tias taking pictures of-his friend, 
rwhi_le, &ing the direction to the ocean. 

P.M.- a$%ximatelyh8:40 

s lg tly sout west-stated he noticed a 
the frame of his camera as he snapped the picture. ,.+,e-;l L-. L-,2- ~~ , . _ - ~L~ICU IIE uelleves ne tooK approximately four to six pictures at 
the end of-the roll which may have the ball of light in the .>.,..G 

Y"': 4 pictures. -described the ball of light as a yellow flame: :- * ::y* 
':'k*& 

Later in the evenin-learned of the TWA Flight 
. ,i y;z;!' 

800 plane crash. 
-{ii'& 

film. 
Lion (FBI) because he was not sure what to do with the 

‘““‘# 

-had not contacted the Federali'3ure~~~~~f::'rs:" 
':'yq 

. . -as interested in selling the pictures to the media. 
rnaa taken the roll of black and white film to a photo 

processing-center for developing. -agreed to obtiin and '& ‘:s 
release the film to interviewing agents for potential evidentiary *:.$&;, 
reasons. A receipt was given to Ior 

#A.&: 
the film. :3&J 
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Date of transcription 8/8/96 

On July 24, 1996, at approximately 5:05 p.m., Special 
Agent ISA) JANE&Z. KES&Y, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and 
Investigator JOHN P. KEARY 

and furnished the following information: 

(advised that on July 17, 1996, at about 8:30 p.m., 
he was playing volleyball with a group of friends at Ponquogue 
Beach, Dune Road, Hampton Bays, New York. 

F 
stated he was 

playing the left position in the center vol eyball court, facing 
north. He subsequently noticed a small burning object out of the 

L-l corner of his left eye. 
the ocean and was west, 

-Stated that this object was out over 
southwest of his location. He estimated 

the object was possible eight miles away. After the fireball 
fell into the ocean, he heard a series of four sonic booms 
several seconds thereafter. 
rising into the sky. 

He did not *observe any objects 

-noted that he was accompanied by the following 
subjects while playing volleyball: 

New York, w 
v-v, Hampton Bays, 

_ 0 Hampton Bays, New York, 

e, Hampton Bays, New York, 

,B, Hampton Bays, New York, 

B Hampton Bays, New York, 

L-l 
Investigation on 7/24/96 at Tlampton Bays, New 

/333 
m.;r A,. -,.-- ". ..nr+..:..r ".i*r. . ..^^--..".("r.~-- -..- "---*..-I--.. -CA.- l7l-e. .&I_&._ _- - r.. .-. 3. m I. 
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282 

Date of transcription 07/22/96 

interview and identity of the 
County Police Detective, 

Special Agent and the Suffolk 
stated the following information: 

:30 p.m., dusk, 

stated he saw a f 
off Fire Island. 

see or hear anything prior and that 

;,";g;iy; their 
down from a'south- 

stated he did not 
was coming down in 

a flat-spin, which later separated into two parts. 

'u 
stated that from his view, beginning 

it took about ten to fifteen (10 to 15) 
seconds before the object hit the water. He then stated that 
after the object hit the water, he saw smoke trailing off. He 
had no further information. , 

265A-NY-259028-SUB c 

Investigation on 07/19/96 at Yast Moriches, New York 

,.iler 265A-NY-259028 
SA JOHN HUI w 
SCPD Detective MIKE PITTS (JH:amo) Date diifatcd 07/19/96 

/33r 
Thii document contains n&w ~commendntion.s nor conchkons of dtc FBI. ._ . . It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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265A-NY-259028 

~""~yD~~k 
Hampton Bays, New York, 
Investigators JOHN P. 
State Police. 

KEARY and EDWARD S. MLODYNIA, New York 
-provided the following information: 

-advised that on July 17, 1996, he and a group of 
his friends were playing volleyball at Ponquogue Beach, Hampton 
Bays, New York. He stated that they arrived at that site at 
7:45 p.m. At approximately 8:30 p.m., he noticed a small red 
flame in the sky to the southwest, 
sky. 

about 30 degrees up into the 
He advised that the flame got much larger then broke into 

two pieces, subsequently falling into the ocean. He discussed 
this incident with his friends then continued playing volleyball. 
About 30 seconds to one minute later, he heard a series of 

"L-l l'sonicl' booms. 
by a rumbling, 

This consisted of one set of explosions, followed 
then another set of explosions. 

-did not see anything ascending into the sky and 
thought the event occurred several miles out into the ocean. He 
could not provide any landmark which would assist in locating the 
event. 

/YYf 
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Date of tnns~rqmon 7/26/96 

rollowlng information: 

advised that she was travelling westbo nd on 

and her daughter 
~6~~~sb~~~~-;do~ 

passenger side when she saw a bright yellow ball of fire toward 
the water. She turned to her daughter in the back seat and 
stated "that's a plane." 
else. 

-stated she did not see anything 

265A-NY-259028~SUB c:-c( - 

Investigation on 7/21/96 at Quogue, New York I 
Fjle# 265A-NY-259028 4~ . -- I,&.Y Jv4 . . ..- .-. - J 

nth 
SA TIMOTHY LAUZON; SA MICHELLE BRESNAHAN)P3 

by SA -EN GRANAT (ATF):cam Date dictated 7/22/96 
/597 - 

I 
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the New York State Police Department. The-interview was 
conducted on July 22, 1996. - 

Mr. 1 who is a retired Personnel Manager, 
states that on Ju y 17, 1996, 

Avenue,utz. 8:30 PM. 

he was sitting on his boat _ 
in the WESTHAMPTON BEACH TOWN MARINA on Libruary 

HP was looking south from the bridue 
on his boat when he saw a band of fire reaching halfway into the 
sky southwest of his location. The band of fire, which he 
characterizes as being reddish/oran e 
widened. From his experience, Mr. 
fireband was over the ocean. 

"'b;;;=;;zdt;z' ;kEn 

It disappeared from his view behind 
a line of houses. 

'id explosions. 
Mr.-then heard three rapid 

The first two explosions were softer than the third, 
which he describes as "rocking the earth." Mr.-then saw 
dark gray smoke rising into the sky after the last explosion. 

, 

-- 
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Daoflluucriplim 08/10/96 

explosion. 
Mrs.-stated that she did not see the actual 

All she observed were two burning objects fall from 
the sky as she was looking out towards the Atlantic Ocean. 

L-l. 

. 

SA KEVIN M. KELLE 
'/c137 

it and b contenta are not IO be dihbuted ouGic your agency. 
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then furnished the following information: 

.-advised that she first saw a fireworks spark 
to the south over Shelter Island and it was already going down. 
The sparks were red and orange and a square piece fell out of the 
bottom of the sparks and dropped behind Shelter Island. 

- 
Investigation on 7/25/96 
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m w-1 employed by 
GREAT LAKES DOCK AND DREDGE, 816 Dune Road, Westhampton Beach, 
New York, was advised of the 
official identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of 
the interview. 

m 
then furnished the following information: 

q 
advised that at approximately 8:40 pm, he was 

hammering a s a e in the sand on Westhampton Beach and caught the 
end of an explosion in the sky which was ball shaped. The fire 
ball was large and began to descend down in a column. There was 
a smaller column of smoke next to the larger one. The fire balls 
then hit the water. 
southeast. 
going down. m- 

observed the columns of smoke to the 
believed the fireballs to be a small plane 

stated that when the large fireball dropped, 
it floated east. Approximately forty-five seconds later he heard 
a roar of thunder which he now believes was the sound of the 
explosion. A few smaller objects were observed falling from the 
sky. After the main part of the plane hit the water, a large 
flame was observed travelling up the column of smoke, almost to 
the top. - stated that the whole indident he observed, 
occurred in a time span of ten to twenty seconds. 

investigation on 7/22/96 at Westhampton Beach, New York 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of transcription 7/20/96 

interview- 
was 

is p ace of business, K-MART, 605 Old Country 
Road, Riverhead, New York, by Special Agent WILLIAM HANSEN of the 
Federal Bureau of and Investigator JOHN P. KEARY, 
New York State was advised of the official 
identities of the and that the interview concerned 

know about TWA Flight 800 that crashed on July 
thereafter, provided the following: 

advised that on Jul 17 1996, at about 8:30 
p.m., two friends, danandf- 
were fishing at the dock located at the end of Union Avenue, in 
Center Moriches, New York. He stated that he only observed the 
flash of flame and did not see anything prior to that. He stated 

u that this flame was to the south, slightly east of his location 
and was very far away. 

Shirley, New York, 
. 

- 
Investigation on 7/20/96 at Riverhead, New York 
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